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Workers Are
Barred From
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The Power Of Prestige
Is Yours In The Leader

Princeton, Kentucky, Thursday, June 29, 1944
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Prof. E. S. Good To
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For Examination

Union Bible School
To Start July 3
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Control
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Washington In

Write The Right Letters To
Your Soldiers Over There
Nothing helps the soldier's morale so
much as the right kind of letters from
home.
So said Capt. Ralph Cash, Army Medical
Corps, speaking to the members of the Kiwanis Club here last week, after two and
one-half_-,years service in the Sopth Pacific,
where his duties took him from front lines
to big base hospitals and back.
Conversion from civilian life to -army
routine is one which causes great shock,
Captain Cash said, and one of the chief
causes of casualties among our fighting
men at war against the Japs is mental
disorders.
All active campaigning in the jungles of
the Solomons is not combat duty, the medical officer said, with bullets flying and excitement high. Many periods of inactivity
intersperse the actual fighting during
which men have nothing to do but wait . .

and no comfort or peace while so englked.
Strain of this life, plus a wound in battle,
frequently brings a nervous breakdown.
Also, the Kiwanians were told, the wrong
kind of letter is very bad for a fighting
man and words carelessly written will inevitably be given the worst possible construction, when read 'and re-read 20 days later
in the far away fronts of the Pacific.
Cheerful letters are needed from the
home to which they hope some day to return. No doubts should be engendered by
loved ones in missives Vont which these
absent ones must draw their sole consolation for the hardships they bear.
The home town officer's plea was earnest,
effective and appealing and there is little
doubt his advice went home to the men who
heard him or that, happily, it will result
in more and better letters to Princeton
fighters at all the far flung fronts.

New Boon For Mothers
If the newly announced method of making childbirth painless is found to be safe,
those numerous physicians of the old school
who have clung tenaciously to the theory
that to do anything about alieviating suffering incident to delivery of babies is to
interfere with Mother Nature . . . .and is
therefore very wrong, may find themselves
with few patients among women facing this
ordeal.
Recently from San Francisco sponsors of
a new method of providing painless birth
described the advantages of their treatment
over another new method. Dr. Herbert F.
Traut, gynecologist at the University of
California Medical School made the announcement.
The newest system involves paravertebral
nerve block and was originated by Dr.
Shiras M. Jarvis, former assistant resident
physician at the medical school hospital,
now with the United States Army. It is
done by injecting an anaesthetic into a
nerve channel close to but outside the spinal

column, near the small of the back. This
leaves the mother free, Dr. Traut declares,
to move about in bed, to sleep and to read
. . . and be free of labor pains.
A good many different treatments are in
use in this country to ease childbirth pains.
Hypnosis has been effectively employed,
according to trustworthy testimony; and
several different drugs. Chloroform has
been in vogue among younger doctors for
years; distrusted by many others. None of
the treatments or systems has won widespread support among doctors who, unhappily for the world's mothers, hold that Nature
knows best and Nature intended for the
child-bearing woman to pass through agony.
If Dr. Traut is right . .. and always
provided the new California treatment is
safe, resulting in no bad effects, the Golden
Gate city is due for a boom the like of
which it has not dreamed of as expectant
mothers seek the.great and beneficient boon
of painless delivery.

OTHER EDITORS SAY

Dean Graham Serves State, Nation
Two taxpayers have brought suit against
the University of Kentucky Board of TrusteesfiThey charge that it was improper for
Colonel James H. Graham to draw his salary as Dean of the College of Engineering
while spending a portion of the time in
Washington as special consultant at the
War Department.
The legal question involved will have to
be determined by the courts and will be,
properly adjudicated in due time. But the
allegation that Dean Graham performed no
service for the University during the period
in which his time was divided between the
War Department and file College of Engineering is without justification.
mong other duties, Dean Graham participated in drafting a program under
which _cotters and universities 'of the nation were used in training soldiers ?or specialized duty in the Army. Because of his
knowledge of the plan he was in position
to be highly helpful in obtaining military
training units for the Universty of Kentucky which were helpful to the institution.
He rendered the same type of helpful service to Eastern and Western Teachers College.
With the decided decline in the student
body that resulted from the war the University was confronted with a financial crisis. Considerable portion of the money anticipated to meet the budget of the University comes from student tuition and fees.
Income from this source was seriously curtailed, due to a drop in enrollment. Had it
not been for' the military units placed at
the University, from which reasonable compensation was received the school would
have been in financial difficulty. The service performed by Dean Graham in bringing
to the campus these military units was

i

worth much and prevented a critical financial situation. It was a great good fortune
that Dean Graham was in a position in the
War Department which brought to him
the opportunity of properly serving both the
University and the Army through an arrangement that was advantageous to both.
So the charge that during the time he
was absent from the campus, making an
important contribution to the war effort, he
rendered no service to the University, is
unjustified and entirely without foundation.
Dean Graham has rendered extensive service to the State of Kentucky for which he
received /to compensation. For the past
eight years I* has served as engineering
cdnstiltant to the, goYerinzr
connection
with the program of rehabilitating the
State's charitable and penal institutions.
He surveyed the institutions and outlined
plans best adapted to conditions for the
building of new buildings and the reconstruction of old ones. He was invaluable in
helping to obtain priorities for this worthy
and much needed work. The service he performed for Kentucky in connection with this
program, for which he received no compensation, was invaluable. So as the services
of Dean Graham are appraised on a dollars
and cents basis, Kentucky owes him much
for which he was unwilling to accept compensation. In addition to receiving no compensation for the services he rendered to
the State and which involved his making
many trips to Washington, he paid all of
his travel expenses out of his own pocket
and did not file even one expense voucher,
either with the State or with the University.
(Keen Johnson in the Richmond Register)

U. S. Lives Better Than Ever
The average American is living better
than ever before, despite the war.
From their own experience, many individuals will not believe this. A lot of people, praticularly those in the white collar
middle-income brackets whose salaries have
been frozen, have seen their living standard
shrink. Some of those in the highest income
group (above a million dollars a year) will
pay more in taxes in 1944 than they receive
in income.
But most wage earners, whose weekly pay
envelopes have swelled, are eating better
food and enjoying more non-food items than

before the war. Department of Labor figures show that the average factory worker's
weekly pay today is more than 80 percent
above the 1939 average. Yet the cost of living, as measured by the Bureau of Labor
Statistics, is only 24 percent above 1939.
Although living standards have improved
in many wayq, an illusion of sacrifice has
been created because many things civilians
have given up are ones on which attention
centers. The shortage;of gasoline and lack
of new autos are good examples. The housewife also feels the absence of new refrigerators, stoves, radios, washink machines.
(Wall street Journal)
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believed at least part of the attacking force on the capital city flew on to Russia. (AP

Pennryile PostscriptsBYG*M-P:
Fish stories become more numerous as summer advances and now we
hear the one Hylo Mohon is telling
on Homer G. Brown . . which alleges that the latter caught the big
catfish he was bragging about in a
submerged barrel. Anyhow, Hylo
says, who ever heard of matching a
/
4-pound
9-pound catfish against a 63
bass?
Councilman Conway Lacey got
into the thick of the contest for
bass fishermen when he snagged a
6-pound big mounted specimen from
Maple Sink the afternoon of June 15.
IP\
Dr. C. H. Jaggers, Clyde Hamby
were along,
families
three
the
and
so Conway had plenty of witnesses.
The catch was made on Doc's rod,
while the latter was helping get
supper ready . . . and thereafter,
Nimrod Jaggers fairly whipped the
water until da:.`t, trying to catch
the big fellow's mate, to no avail.
Mrs. James Landis, Kearney, Nebraska, wrote her daddy, Bocty
Mays, last week that the town where
she lives, near her husband's Air
Corps camp, was not. in the recently
flooded part of the state . . .but
that Eddyville, Nebraska was!
In a personal letter to Pennyriler,
George H. Goodman, OPA director
for all Kentucky west of Louisville,
said "I am coming along all right
and managed to play 18 holes of golf
Saturday and Sunday, on which days
the all-time (hot) weather records
were broken in these parts." Which
just goes to show that when a man
has sense enough to get out of the
newspaper business in time, the
Gods forgive and ,mile on him. (Mr.
Goodman, as adults here know, formerely was publisher of the Paducah Sun.)

Yok

The war became much worse for
Kentucky last week when it was
announced that, lacking necessary
corn for making Bourbon whiskey
during the August holiday on manufacture of alcohol for munitions, rye
liquor would be made in State distilleries. Every Kentuckian abominates rye whiskey. . . but likely it
can be sold to the ignorant Easterners, many of whom don't know
any better.
Helping to make engines for the
famous British Spitfires and other
fighter planes, Edwin Dick, former

THINK ON THIS
Jesus, in the record of His profoundest teaching, looks with prophetic eye out into the distant drama
of life. Those few men who first
found the blessing of His security
heard Him say, in the course of their
very personal contact with Him:
"Verily, verily, I say unto you, He
that believeth on me, the works that
I do shall he do also; and greater
work than these shall he do;—."
(John 14:12.)
The Master had appealed to His
works as a secondary ground of belief. He now shows that the true believer will himsef do the same works.
Such works flow from the Son and
from those in fellowship with Him;
but the life and the nature lie deepWhat Christ is saying is this:
these "greater works" it is prophetically stated men shall do relate to
the wider spiritual effects of their
preacisi.0 which followed Pentecost.
While there is apparenlly no reference to miracles of a -more extraordinary kind, as if there were a possibility of this material comparison,
nor can "greater" be regarded as
equivalent to "more", these "greater" werks" are also works of Christ,
being done by those who "believe on
Him".
The elevation of Christ in His humanity to the right hand of God
carries with It the pledge of the
greater works promised. Christ's going increases the power of believers
to minister to the same kind of needs
Jesus supplied.
This is the point I seek to make.

operator of a men's store here, has
been in Detroit the last 14 months.
He visited Princeton last weekend
and described his busy, 10-hour
working days. Edwin-- says it has
been an educational and an interesting experience . . .but he'd hate to

Alcohol Cocktail
Makes Gasoline

think he had to spend the rest of
his life that way.
1111
Gale Pettit, who is all alone at
home these days, was sympathizing
with me in the temporary loss of
our two small boys, who are attending a summer camp. Gayle says if
he doesn't hear from his missing
ones . . . and get Gresham's baby,
Susan Gayle, back home soon, he
will start hunting 'em,
Tragedy replaced hilarity at the
by a
Kid's Carnival, sponsored
number of youngsters in Glasgow,
Friday afternoon Features included
such rarities as a dead snake, trained cats, a pet rabbit and the "Songbird of the South," a canary borrowed from Mrs. Roy Holmes. The
tragedy took place when one of the
3-year-old guests fed the canary to
the rabbit and the rabbit gobbled
him up before he could be rescued.
It was a soberly stricken committee
that had to call on Mrs. Holmes and
break the sad news, especially as
the canary was the only one Mrs.
Holmes had ever acquired that
would really sing.
(Glasgow Times)
11111
Forty-two years ago, the Princeton Banner for February 28, 1902,
quoted the Cadiz Record as follows: "Who Can Beat It?" . . . The
wife of Mr. John Jones, living near
Futrell, between the rivers, presented him with a fine girl last Thursday, Feb. 20. John has been married
14 years and this is his 13th child.
He is 31 and weighs 129 pounds. His
wife is 27 and weighs 113 pounds.
They both enjoy good health.."

!ft

In those hardy days, men were
men, women were imperishable . .
and editors were fearless indeed.
(Charles S. Morehead was editor of
The Banner.)
About this time 26 years ago, sales
of War Savings Stamps were running
about a $11 million a week. The
Leader for June 20, 1918 reported.
$2 billion worth of the stamps were
to be issued, redeemable in 5 years.
•

John N. Fox
While there is no apparent justification for thinking Christ is stating
that men will have power to perform the more extraordinary kind of
miracles. He does not anywhere
teach that with His passing from this
physical world, miraculous incidents would cease.
There are many who believe the
day of miracles is done—that the
Christian Church has no place, for
example, as an institution to restore
the physically broken and mentally
deranged lives of men. This is a false
assumption, for final taps have not
been sounded on the day of miraculous incidents.
True, the responsibility of a Christian is to proclaim the Good News of
the Christ to all parts of the world,
but in this endeavor he cannot and
must not cast aside the method the
Savior used. He was primarily a man
of compassion, acquainted with grief;
therefore hie was srery sensitive both
to man's physical and spirttual needs. •
During World War I, six percent
of its casualties died. In this second
struggle only three percent suffer
death. This is a tribute to medical
science. But we should be quick to
see that this is one very evident
way, God is fulfilling a promise, for
surely most officers and men within
the Medical Corps have chosen this
branch of service because of their
longing to help man in his deepest
needs. If only every Christian would
live by faith, expecting that God
would grant him the kind of power
needed for the critical hour, how vital this teaching would be.

Warti

Kaiser Is Modern
Paul Bunyan

A liquid approximately the equivalent of 100-proof whisky may hold
the post-war key to economics in
the operation of airplanes, trucke
and passenger automobiles.
A hint at what's ahead already
has been seen in headlines about
"water injection" used as a special
horsepower booster for fast American fighter planes. As a matter of
actual practice, the fluid injected
has been a mixture of afcohol and
water.
In the early stages of development, skeptics In the automotive industry did not readily believe that
just alcohol and water could produce, the marked engine power increases they observed. So at one
test the demonstrator produced a
bottle of bonded rye whisky, broke
the seal and gave the assembled experts a sample. The balance was used
to show that a small quantity of
whisky, injected into the engine's
fuel system, made a low-grade gasoline perform as well as a high-octane, higher-priced fuel.
It has been known for a long time
that the presence of alcohol, water,
or both, could substantially reduce
the detonation, or knock, of internal
combustion enginesAAlthough a good
many experiments and a high degree of development of the actual
equipment had already been attained, the public knew little about
the process until it was announced
late last year that several fighter
planes were using "water injection"
following a year of intensive development by engine manufacturers.
The result was a sharply increased
engine horsepower for emergencies.
Development of the present unit
which makes this injection possible
goes back a decade when certain
parts were engineered. Thompson
Products, Inc., is the exclusive licenses under all the patents owned
by Vita-Meter Corp., a patent holding company, and has under way a
research program which, contemplates production or injection units
for aircraft, passenger autos and
trucks.
One specific test of a truck engine, for instance, indicates that if
this particular model were operated
40,000 miles a year, the savings
through use of a cheaper, lower octane gasoline would total about $250.
Because the alcohol serves as a solvent for the binder on carbon deposits, it acts in engines as a carbon remover; this, it is estimated,
would save about $77 a year in
carbon removal and repairs. Balanced against this estimated savings oT $27 a year would be the
need for about 100 gallons of alcohol, plus water, and a pinch of an
ingredient used to render the mixture unpalatable to the thirsty. This
mixture would prob'rbIy cost about
$60 now, but after the .war might
be had for $50, or possibly even
less. Thus the net savings to this
particular truck operator were indicated at $277 a year.
Another test case indicates that a
passenger automqbile ,owner who
cover about the average 10,000 miles
a year would save approximately
$50.
(Wall St. Journal)

Invasion Weapons

The Bazooka
(AP Features)
Pospible so-named because it looks
Hite Bob Burns' stove-pipe horn, one
of the deadliest weapons, developed
for this war is the Bazooka, a rocket launcher used to blast tanks, armor and fixed enemy positions, such
as pillboxes. Normally two-man,
operated, it can be fired successfully
by a lone infantryman, and hurls a
one to two-foot explosive projectile
for a considerable distance.
The Bazooka appears to be nothing more than a piece of pipe, about
five feet long, open at both ends
and fitted with a rill, stock and
two tommy-gun grips. The trigger's electrical contact sends the
rocket projectile off with a burst of
flame.

By Jack
Stinnett
(AP Features)
San Francisco — Not lute
Bill rode into camp on
lion, using a live
rattiest,*
quirt; or since Paul Sunyae
to shake down San
Francisco
big redwoods for
tootlipicks,'
a
west had hero like Henry;
, To _California and the teti
Pacific coat,t, the big burly
riat magnate is a
miracle IA
strides up and down the mail
Seattle to San Diego; hops off
nation's capital and gives the
rial east a piece of his
mind, co
turns to find the west hanging
every word.
Kaiser's reputation is basei
fabulous accomplishment A
network of production from
materials in the western
bin
to finished ships and super
stems from his four floors of
offices in midtown Oakland
across the bay. Industrial C
has mushroomed in a coupled
until only production centen
Detroit, Pittsburgh and Cheste,
can claim any comparsion.
But if Henry J. Kaiser
there, the Pacific coast
would be relegating him to ;
He dosen't. The west has oss
worry. It's simply what's '
happen when this is all ova
orate alone has added more
million populatin since the la
sus and billions of dollars is
time contracts. Kaiser is o
five huge shipyards in the San
cisco bay area, to mention or4
section. Once sprawling little
mond, for example, had about
population. Now it has about
Communities and states like
that don't look ahead are livis
fool's paradise and most
coasters know it. The this
makes Henry J. Kaiser the
character that he is out here:
he has answers for everythint
Perhaps you've already
Kaiser's post-war plans for
supercargo and passenger
for rolling stock rapidly
pieces under the pressures!
transportation.
Kaiser doesn't stop there,
hardly a fortnight that he
come out with some new sch
keeping the west in the
picture and the west gobbles O
simply because it is positive
what Henry Kaiser has dos
and over again in wartime, he
once more in peacetime.
What makes California
is that Kaiser makes it
easy and in the past has nave
to make good his words. If it
dustrial east wants to 'stay rho
it had better start figuring
beat Kaiser to the draw. Ten
million people out here think
fastest man Oct earth.

--What It Means

State's Rights Are
Again Big Issue
Denver—The way my history
reads, state's rights haven't
worth a hoot politically •
after the Civil war. As a Toosue they haven't even been I
red herring.
I'm not sure that they an
but after a swing around the
try from Washington, D. C.
west coast and this far back
believe that there has has
time since the Reconstru
when both politicians and
thinking citizens have been
wrought up over the rights
states as opposed to the poise
everything from previous
to present "ethics."
Here in Colorado and in.
other states whose little ri
the navigable waterways of
tion there's great anger over
of water rights. Republic's.
John C. Vivian took the
the annual conference of
in Hershey, Pa.; it was
speech and according to rePo
well applauded. His theme
ply "if the federal gave .
control the water of the
fecting property rights lost
nized as state functions, it .
over every activity within st
and thus render important
less our state constitutions,
rights, and our court decrees
Those, are strong. vvords,
the first time in many Year4
are making political hay.
In the south and even is
"border states," the poll
"white supremacy" are also
rights
made issues of state's
ically and politically, the
ti*
.
thing is probably that
south"" and 'the ordinarily
publican states have found
on which they. can agree.
How much effect this la
on the 1944 election is p
There are too many other
volved: the progress of ON .
personalities of the ca
other home front problem'
haven't talked to a serioN
on political matters yet A"
feel that when the his
are down, these recent Yea"
recorded as the beginnini
of a contest. whose issues
greater bearing on the
America.
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Town And Farm In Wartime
By John S. Gardner, Kentucky
College of Agriculture and
Home Economics
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seek a statement dealing
e feed situation as preAgiculttty the College of
appearEconomics
Home
which in .this
iers suggestions to help
ation.
of increasing the feed
os Kentucky farms are:
every available acre
barley or other cover
uitable for winter pasture
The saving of cover
particularly Balbo
old be as great as possieach locality as the seed
factor
will be a limiting
izing the acreage of
Ps.
e dress corn with nitro'liters. Ammonium niyet be obtained for this
eat every possible ton
age. Additional hay and
ver will make the feed_
pply go farther.
Feeding and Management Practices
genet al opportunities
lable in all livestock ento meet the problem of
• shortages. These are
all livestock closely and
those that are returning
r the feed and labor
e maximum use of home
roughage, including pasays and silages.
nee feed rations as adeas possible with the
ply available.
'don, other means of efof feed for specific
enterprises bear reAdopt a practical
sanitation program. Use
rowing floors, guard
pig hovers to save
per litter. Market hogs
mical weights. These
can save 1-3 of the
ton of pork.
cattle: Use these methbeef production that reminimum amount of
: Maintain a good year
parasite control program.
: Provide feeders that
ent waste. Make a deeffort to get rid of
all roosters unless
eggs are produced.
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WORLDS RECORD LITTER?—Mr. Ely's Lena, of the foxhound
pack of Lt. Comdr. W. Newbold Ely, Jr., exhibits her first litter23 (count 'em) thriving pups at Ambler, Pa. Comdr.
Ely believes
it's a world's record for any breed. Two foster mothers
have
been acquired to help 40-pound, year-old Lena with nursery
problem. (AP Wirephoto).

News From The Past

News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost 40 years ago and recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files
of Ti.vice-A-Week Leader of those years will be published as a
regular Leader feature. The articles are reproduced just as the
Princeton reporters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote

Postoffice Examination
Princeton, Ky. Feb. 10, 1914.
• • •
Twenty applicants took the
Society
fourth class postmaster's exami- J Princeton,
Ky. May 22, 1914.
nation here last Saturday. Among' Mrs. J. T. Akin entertained
quite
them were Grant Bugg, Henry a number of her friends last
Hughes, Henry Leeper and sis- evening at "Hearts". Her home
ter, Jiles Vinson, W. W. Pilaut, was beautifully decorated with
Mr. Boaz and Kirby Greer, of old fashioned roses, each one
Fredonia; J. L. Montgomery, of present geing given one as souDaniel Boone; Miss Florence venirs. After quite a number of
Lindsay, of Cobb; Mrs. Olive games were played, Mrs. Gus
Rawls, J. D. Weller and Luther Baker won the first prize and
Wood,• of Cerulean; Sid Lester Mrs. J. M. McLin, the second.
and Mr. Murphy, of Otter Pond. The hostess, assisted by her
Walter Guess, assistant post- charming daughter, served a demaster of Marion, was sent here licious three-course lunch. Those
to hold the examination.
present were: Mesdames Gates,
• • •
Shelby, Terry, Neel, Wylie, J. A.
sl Princeton, Ky. February 17, Akin, Mat Guess, Dave Guest,
1914. Miss Lula White left yes- Eblen, Ray Baker, Gus Baker,
terday .for an extended visit to Groom, Elbert McCaslin, McCulher sister, Mrs. E. H. McCann, ley, Stevenson, Radford, Lisanat Cape Girardeau, She will also by, Goldnamer, Koltinsky, Salvisit Miss Pauline Watkins of lie Dons J. R. Catlett, Stevens,
Dexter, Mo., and friends in St. McGehee, Tom Young, KatterLouis, before she returns home. john, Hopewell, Sipple, E. Young,
Claude Akin, Rogers, McLin,
Pleasant Dinner Party
Charles Smith, Boynton, Mrs. J.
'Princeton, Ky. March 31, 1914. D. Leech, Mrs. McElfatrick, Mrs.
The following young people com- Crayne, Miss Mabel Hopewell.
• • •
posed a pleasant dinner party at
the Henrietta Hotel Sunday
Princeton, Ky. June 5, 1914.
evening: Miss Fishback, Mr. Miss Roberta Cunningham is exDudley Rawls, Miss Arnie Tow- pected home today from Memery, Mr. Hinkle Rawles, Miss phis, where she has been visiting
May Towery, Mr. Black, Miss for the past two weeks and from
Ruth Nabb, Mr. J. D. Satterfield, Holly Springs, Miss., where she
Miss Clara Castleberry, Mr. Mil- attended the Mississippi Synodton Hendrie, Miss Fanny Terry, ical College last term.
Mr. Horn, Miss Bannister, Mr.
Heith, Miss Made Belle Jackson,
De Forest To Set Up
Mr. Clyde O'Hara, Miss Elsie
Quick, Mr. Etohner. The young Research Lab In Mexico
(By Associated Press)
men gave the dinner in honor of
Mexico City.—Inventor Lee
the young lady guests and the
occasion was one very much en- DeForest, 70-year-old pioneer of
joyed, all voting the Henrietta wireless telegraphy, is transferring his research laboratory from
a popular Hostelry.
• • •
Los Angeles to Mexico City.
DeForest will concentrate, he
To Teach Spring Term
Princeton, Ky. April 3, 1914. said, on commercial development
Miss Minnie Crowder will begin of radionics. He also is working
a spring school at Harris School on a ground-speed indicator for
house Monday April 5th. Miss airplanes,- similar to automobile
Crowder is one of our most pop- speedometers, so that despite
ular and successful teachers, and wind and weather conditions pithe patrons of Harris school lots will always know their exshould congratulate themselves act ground speed.

Although the hot dry weather now prevailing shall have
passed before this reaches print,
there will be other such spells
to mac these hints still applicable.
,The firs is about sultivation,.
Its principal object is to kill
weeds. The earlier this is done,
the less is their competition with
the garden crops for plant food
and moisture, and the less the
soil about the vegetables roots
need be distul bed in their removal. That the labor is less
goes without questioo.
The best way to stop weeds is
to shave them off. Idea/ for the
purpose is a sharp shiny hand
hoe used with a sliding motion,
letting it go no deeper than a
half Inch. Better and speedier is
a wheelhoe, a "push plow," fitted
not with cultivator "teeth" tnat
merely bring moist soil to surface and disturb the weeds not
at all unless done violently, but
rather with the scuffle-hoe attachment, a miniature "sweep"
that skims the garden, cutting
off the larger weeds and up-ending the small ones, leaving the
soil surface strictly level. The
dusty "finish" serves in some
measure as insulatiion against
extreme sun heat and absorbs
even light showers, easily.
The level surface is desirable
in that it presents less evaporalion surface to the sun than do
and ridges. Besides, ir taking soil from the middles 'o
snake hiPi, the moisture leve; is
made to fall below that of rows
of the vegetables. Probably the
most appealing reason against
them is that hills and ridges take
labor to make.
The next hint is about getting seed to start.. The time is almost here to sow beets and car
.
rots for the winter. Also, there
must be more beans and sweet
cosn planted. Although what follows .say seem like doing it the
hard way, it is effective
With a hand hoe (better, a
furrowing hoe) lay off furrows
6 inches deep, and toward evening, fill with water. When it has
sunk, fill them again. Next
morning early, draw in half the
Soil, sow the seed, then cover
with soil, 8 times the least
thickness of the seed. For corn
and pole beans, in "hills," make
the sowing, but cover only the
seed, and into the furrows pour
water as above, and next morning fill them with soil. It is assumed later it will rain, to take
up where this "pre-watering"
leaves • off, but certainly this
treatment guarantees a prompt
start toward the garden behaving
"according to plan."

Personal Bond Drive
(By Associated Press)
Worthington, N. Y.--.JOhn Kaberkeck started a one-man campaign among friends to sell
$100,000 in war bonds. • As soon
as his goal is reached, the money is to be invested in a new
Mustang plane and the training
of its pilot, to take the place of
Mr. Kakerbeck's son, Robert, reported killed over Europe.

Peggy Ritchie (above), former
acrobatic dancer, proved so adept
at scrambling around wings, tail
and nose surfaces of A-20 attack
planes at the Douglas Aircraft
company plant at Santa Monica,
Calif., that she has been given a
rare job among feminine mechanics, that of "hanger pilot:"
—(AP Wirephoto).

Mass Production Licks
Precision Field
Philadelphia.—One of the biggest feathers in the cap of
American industry is the creation, since 1940, of an entirely
new class of "watchmakers"
mass-producing precision aircraft instruments.
One of the largest of these
groups is at the Philadelphia division of Bendix Aviation corp,
where thousands of former
beauticians, pianists, seamstresses and butchers were trained in
plant-operated schools to perform one operation apiece in the
manufacture, for instance, of altitude meters, which contain 120
different parts.
The Philadelphia plant produced equipment valued at more
than a million dollars each
month. During the past year one
month's quota included 175,000
airspeed, rate of climb and ttrn
and bank indicators.

Notice
The Caldwell County Board
of Education is now receiving
bids for 6000 bu. of coal more
or less to be delivered to the
variouss school houses in the
Caldwell County School District. Bids will be received for
lump, nut and mine run coal,
the Caldwell County Board Of
Education reserving the right to
select from the various bids the
type of coal to be used. All
bids mug& be in the office of
the Cafdwell County Board of
Education at the Caldwell County Courthouse by 11:00 A. M.
Monday, July 3.
Signed
Lexie B. Holeman, Chairman,
Edward F. Blackburn, Secretary

REMINDERS
says. Fresh apricots will be plen- WPB is allocating the fabrics
MEATS, FATS—Red stamps tiful in the Pacific Coast area for clothing items to be produced
A8 through W8, good indefintely; and fresh snap beans in Eastern and distributed during July, AuX8, Z8 become good July 2.
U. S. Fresh peaches are expect- gust and September.
• • •
ed to be plentiful in July and
PROCESSED F00 D S--Blue
•
ugust.
The first steamship to cross the
stamps AS through V8, good inPrices on Low Cost Clothing
which went from Britain to
definitely; W8, X8, Y8, Z8, and
Retail prices on new low cost
AS, become good July 1.
South America in 1818.
clothing items that meet speci
• • •
fications of WPB, as announced
ATHLETES FOOT GERM
SUGAR--Sugar stamps 30, 31
by the ()Mee of Price AdmirtisTo Rill It,
and 32 each good for five 'pound
tration, will be—cotton house
You must reach it. It grows
indefinitely. Sugar stamp 40,
dresses, $1.49; women's cotton deeply. At any drug
store, get
good for five pounds of canning
slips, 65 pents; men's printed, Te-ol solution. (Big power
in
sugar through February, next
solid cojjr and white shirts, little bottle.) Made with 90%
year.
$1.39;
land men's shorts, 39 cents. alcohol, it PENETRATES.
• • I.
REACHES MORE GERMS. Feel
GASOLINE--In 17 East Coast
Executor's Notice
it take hold for itchy, sweaty or
states, A-10 coupons, good throuAll persons knowing them- smelly feet. 35c today
at Wood
gh August 8. In states outside the
East Coast area, A-12 coupons, selves to be indebted to the es- Drug Co. —adv.
tate of Mrs. Elnora Cartwright
good through September 21.
• • •
Morse, deceased will please come
NOTICE—If you are
SHOES--Airplane stamps 1 and forward
Suffering
and make satisfactory
2, good indeinitely.
with Arthritis or Rheumatic
settlement
on
or
befose
July
15,
Army Trucks For Farm Use
Pains
The farmer in critical need of and all tersons holding claims SOMETHING CAN BE DONE
a truck may apply to his county against said estate will please Write for FREE information to
AAA Committee for a used army present same to me, properly
HINSON'S INSTITUTE
truck, the 'War Food Adminstrat- proven, for payment.
208 N. 10th St. Richmond, Ind.
K.
C.
Morse,
Executor.
j15-3t
ion announces. Upon the basis of
applications on hand and further
investigation, AAA offices prepare letters certifying to the
needs for available trucks. These
letters authorize truck dealers to
negotiate with proper authorities
and buy the trucks for resale to
approved applicants. WFA warns
that for some time relatively
Volume of LAUNDRY business is more than we can
few persons who need trucks for
handle
just now, Please hold your quilts-blankets-curessential agricultural purpose
will get them.
tains and everything that you can until our summer
Galvanized Ware For Civilians
rush is over and then we will be able to serve you.
Increased production of galvanized pails or buckets, tubs,
washtubs, wash boilers, funnels,
We appreciate your co-operation and patience for
garbage cans, ash cans, fire
we know that some times things are not just "tops"
shovels, coal hods and scuttles
for civilian use have been perand we are glad you understand just why and are givmitted by easing of the War
ing us credit for trying.
Production Board restrictions on
types of iron and steal that may
be used.
• • •
Plentiful Foods For July
Foods that will be plentiful in
most of the country during July
include--eggs; canned green and
wax beans; frozen vegetables,
dry-mix and dehydrated soups;
peanut butter; citrus marmalade;
soya flour, grits and flakes;
wheat flour and bread; macaroni; spaghetti; noodles; oatmeal
We are so far behind with our work that we will not
and rye breakfast foods, WFA
pick up Laundry work week July 3 to 8, except Hotels,
Tibet is the highest country in
'Stores and Hospital, in order to give us a chance to catch up.
the world, with table lands rising
16,000 feet above the sea.

HELP ... PLEASE!

LAUNDRY CUSTOMERS

Brazil was named after the
dyewood which was the early
settler's cheif export.

PRINCETON STEAM LAUNDRY

B 4 The 4th SALE
Ladies' Ration Free
Baby Doll Slip-on Pump Sandals
Colors that shine in the sun

Be A Sweet Sue
In Our

Slack Suits

STEP

$2.49 and $2.95
Values

Now's the time to get that x-tra
Figure

cocoas

flattering

top,

with shapely waistline and

.!Ogg•TrIntit

1 ,
LA•011A1011 .

color accented pocket strategy—over faultlessly fitted,
side fastened slacks

SAVE YOUR

WASHABLE
-THINNED PAINT
covers in one cost Co •
velvet finish that adds
charm to your rooms.
less than an hour with no
le. odor. Easy to keep
lust wash with soap
• One
, SPRED
ti
C makes
Ilona of
Souse.

We also have slacks in

SHOE STAMP

all colors and sizes—bathing suits in one and twopiece

fashions—all

colors

and sizes.

The Agency where the golden rule applies and your
Insurance needs given Personal Attention.

See our beautiful collection of blouses and summer

Representing all old line companies with assets sufand Judgficient to stand up until "the sun crows cold

dresses, All styles,

sizes

and colors.

ment books unfold."

117W. Main St.

Tel. 54

Sula and Eliza Nall

Just received some more of those beautiful

54 GAUGE HOSE

,
a101,
atiillis.,

p4finsoaaTmarlyehtyaullbtwih.rilFeiteslyrdta,toayth,,Ju,..ne
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At The Churches

Deaths-Funerals

land
tracts being the same
conveyed from Henry Jacobs
by
and wife to Tom Glover
1920
STATE OF KENTUCKY,
deed dated April 20th,
County
CALDWELL CIRCUIT COURT:
of record in Caldwell
deed
office,
Clerk's
M. S. Lowery, Guardian, et al.,
Court
Plaintiff Vs.
book No. 47 page 120.
Customer Suggestions
Alie Holoman Rushing, et al.,
Fourth Tract: Beginning at
Are Credited With
said
Defendant
a stone on South side of
thence
In Equity
Helping To Win Prize
road (Piney) running
By virtue of a judgment of the
Utilities News,"
2 E 24 poles to a stone
/
"Kentucky
S 751
'
miniature newspaper distributed Caldwell Circuit Court rendered
in Henry Jacobs line; thence
stone
monthly with electric service the above entitled cause at the
S 15 W 11 poles to a
2_
/
,with hickory ,pointer N 751
btils to some 115,000 -customers June Term, 1944. the,nndersign- .,
'Side
W 36 poles to a stone on
by Kentucky Utilities Company, ed will on 3rd Monday, the 17th
of road; thence N 64 E 16
MIS been judged best publica- Day of July, 1944, being County
poles to the beginning, contion of its kind put out by any Court day, a t 1 p.m„ at the
taining two acres more or
utility company in this country. Courthouse door in Princeton,
•I •
t
less,
The national award certificate Ky., proceed to expose to public
Being the same land which
was ppresented at the 23rd annu- sale to the highest bidder the
was conveye to Tischia Holal convention of the Public Utili- following property: Four certain
ties Advertising Association of tracks or parcels of -land lying
the Advertising Federation of and being in Caldwell County,
America, in Chicago, June 6-8. Kentucky about one mile N. E.
Judgment was made on 1944 is- of Fredonia, Ky. on the east side
sues of the papea. Scores of of the Fredonia and Piney Road,
companies throughout the coun- bounded as follows:
First Track: Beginning at a
try participated.
stone corner on the side of
Twenty-one nationally known
the Piney and Fredonia
men in the publishing, advertisRoad, Roda Wyatt's corner,
ing and printing fields composed
running in a line with same
the board of judges.
Utilitiies News"
S 76 E 51 poles to a stone
"Kentucky
in J. A. Garner'sline; thence
has been published for more
2 years. Company offithan
in a line of same S 12 E 9
cials said this week that much
poles to a stone; Thence N
credit for the qualities which
76 W 63 poles to a stone on
won the award is due to custoedge of road; Thence with
In support of the 5th War
mer suggestions regarding consaid road N 61 E 11 poles
Loan Tuesday, July 6th has
tents and improvements.
and 14 links to the beginnewspaper
"Our miniature
ning containing 3 acres more
been designated as "FREE
seems to be the most practical
or less.
MOVIE DAY." Every person
means of telling our customers,
Second Tract: Is one acre
buying a Bond (regardless of
first, how to assist the war prodeedHenry Jacobs by Tom
gram by properly caring for
Wyatt, this being his undidenomination) on either July
electrical equipment; and, secvided interest in the land
1st, 3rd, 5th, or 6th, will reond, how to use their electrical
heired from his mother
efmost
service and appliances
(Roda Jacobs) as shown by
ceive an absolutely free ticket
ficiently and economically for
deed dated Aug. 18th, 1900,
to the Capitol Theatre, good
convenience, comfort, health and
of record in Caldwell County
Thursday, July 6th, to see
saving labor," said Floyd FairCourt Clerk's office, deed
man, director of customer serbook, No. 6, page 520.
Warner Bros. wonderful show,
vice. "We keenly appreciate cusThird Tract: Beginning at
"IN OUR TIME" starring
tomer interest in the publication
stone in line of J. A. Garner
Ida Lupino and Paul Henried.
2
/
and hope to keep on sending
and J. E. Crider, Sll E 131
us suggestions."
poles to a stone in said line;
Thence N 74 W 51 poles to
a stone on the road; Thence
Colonel Without Corn;
With said road N 65 E 30
Promised
Whiskey
Rye
poles less 9 links to the beginning,
containing three
In Old Bourbon State
acres more or less, all three
Rye whiskey, instead of the
usual Bourbon, probably will be
produced by small Kentucky distilleries during the August "holiday" from war manufacture, it
was, disclosed here,
Millard Cox, counsel for the
Kentucky Distillers Association,
said most of the small distillers
do not have facilities for making
high proof alcohol necessary' for
gin or liquors, and that corn is
not available for Bourbon.

Commissioner's Sale K. U. Newspaper Is Commissioner's Sale
Rated Best In us

STATE OF KENTUCK,
OGDEN MEMORIAL METHO- R. L. Linton
CALDWELL CIRCUIT COURT:
LinL.
R.
for
DIST CHURCH
Funeral services
W. It. Guess and others,
E. S. Denton, Pastor
ton retired railway engineer, who
Plaintiff Vs.
9:45 A. M. Sunday School.
died suddenly at his home ThursByrd M. Guess and others,
Hary Long, Sunday School day morning, Jttne 22, after a
Defendant
heart attack, were held Saturday
In Equity
Supt.
morning at St. Paul's Catholic
11:00 A. M.—Morning worBy virtue of a judgment of
BoehGeorge
Father
thurch,
ship and Sacrament of Lord's
the Caldwell Circuit Court rendmicke officiating.
— Supper.
the above entitled cause at
ered
in
county;
Bort in Marion •
6:30 P. M.—Youth •FellowshiP.
the June term, 1944, the underMary
married
Mr.Linton
1878,
Relig7:30 P. M.—"A Singing
on 3rd Monday, the
Snow, of Union coun- signed will
ion" Special songs by various Carolyn
17th day of July, 1944, being
in
him
preceeding
wife
his
ty,
church groups.
County Court day, at 1 p.m., at
death last January. He was a
Courthouse door in Princethe
a
and
member of the Elks Lodge
CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
Ky., proceedto expose to
ton,
veteran Spanish-American war.
CHURCH.
four public sale to the highest bidby
survived
is
Linton
Mr.
Pastor—John N. Fox
property: Three
Augusta Peters, of der the following
Sunday School Sput. Leonard children, Mrs.
certain tracts of land, situated
HarAnna
Mrs.
and
county;
this
Groom.
County,
and Mrs. Barney and being in Caldwell
Acting Sunday School Supt. per, Leo Linton
Charl- Kentucky, on the waters of Done
grandchildren,
four
Jones,
Mrs. Charles Curry.
aldson Creek, and bounded as
es Coleman, Mrs. Alfred Ray,
Sunday, June 2.
follows:
James
and
Pickens,
D.
L.
Mrs.
9:45 . M.—Church School
First Tract: Beginning at
N.; a great10:45 A. M.—Morning Worship L. Linton, U. S.
a stoneJeff C. Asher's and
ColeEdward
Charles
Fellowship. Observance of the grandchild,
Isaac Harper's cerner in
and a sister,
Lord's Supper. Meditation: "Pre- man, four brothers
Green Morse's line near said
survive.
also
Welcome
paring for His Table"
Harper's house, thence S 100
Pallbearers were Roy Holt, Edto New Members.
poles to a spanish oak in slue;
H.
McKinney,
Dick
garMcCollum,
6:30 P. M.—Tuxis and Pionner
thence N 42 W95 poles to a
D. Skees, Leroy Richardson and
groups meet in the Annex.
stone, striking a line at a
7:30—Evening Hour of Wor- M. L. Orange.
stake 35 poles from Cockship.
erel's N. E. Corner in a line
How
Message: "The Why and
running from Cockerel's to
of Prayer."
Green Morse's corner, thence
Monday, July 3.
S 87 degrees W to a hickory
Mrs. Beckner, of Princeton, un8:30 . M.—First day of Union derwent a tonsiiectomy Wednes(down) John O'Bryan and
in
School
Bible
Vacation
Daily
Jeff Asher's corner; thence
day.
the Methodist Church.
N 78 E 132 poles to a petit
Mrs. Richard Ray, Farmers10:00 A. M..-.Ladies Aid Soci- ville, underwent a major operaoak and ash; thence N 24 P
ety meets in the annex,
to a white oak, Green
tion Tuesday and continues to
•
Wednesday, July 5.
Morse's corner, thence E 94
improve_
7:30 P. M.—Prayer and Study
poles to the beginning conThe condition of Mrs. Laban
Group.
2 acres
/
taining, by survey, 531
Kevil remains unchanged.
8:30 P. M.—Choir rehearses.
more or less.
Mrs. Eugene Lane underwent
Second Tract: Beginning at
a major operation this week, and
CUMBERLAND PRESBYTEa sugar tree standing in a
is much improved.
RIAN CHUF CH
slue, thence S 103 poles to
Mrs. Norman Dixon, Dawson
A. D. Smith, Pastor
a stone and several pointers,
Springs, is under treatment.
M.
A.
9:45
Sunday School,
W 81 poles to overcup and
Miss Imogene Sullinger, MaMorning worship 11:00.
2 W
/
pointers; thence N 21
rion, is under treatment.
Evening service 7:30
148 poles to a stake and
Mrs. Texal Orange, Dawson
Prayer meeting each Wednespointers (Brelsford's N. E.
Springs, received treatment Wedday at 7:45 P. M.
corner, now Frank Brown's);
nesday morning.
a
be
will
Communion service
thence S 85 W 212 poles to
part of the morning worship
a spanish oak on east side
THE
LEADER
service.
of rocky branch, thence N
We insist that each member CONGRATULATES
62 E 68 poles to a hickory
of the church be present.
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Stephens on
(fallen) with pointers cornVisitors are always welcome. the birth of a daughter, Peggy
er Z. T. Williamson; thence
Ruth, June 25, at Princeton hosN 87 east - - - poles to a
CHRISTIAN CHURCH
pital.
corner to same; with same S
• • •
Chas. P. Brooks, Minister
49 E 95 poles to the beginBible School 9:45.
Mr. and Mrs. James Carr, on
ning, containing 90 acres
Morning Worship, 11:00.
the birth of a daughter, June 27,
more or less.
6:00.
Young People's meeting
at Princeton Hospital.
Third Tract: Beginning in
•
•
•
Evening worship, 7:30.
John Morse's line in the
Mid-week Prayer Service, 7:00;
Mr. and Mrs. 011ie Virgil Cummiddle of Donaldson Creek
mings, Vine street, on the birth
Choir Rehearsal, 7:45.
thence with same with its
of a daughter, Betty Lou, June
meanders N 12 E 68 poles,
Miss Helen Grace Wilson is 25th.
N 27 W 5 poles N 78 W 28
spending several days this week
poles, N 30 W 4 poles, N 6
War Workers Lose Gas
Assignats were paper money
in Nashville, Tenn.
poles, N 53 E 4 poles, N 80
Two Louisville war workers
Mrs. A. H. W. !Classing spent issued in France in the latter
E 20 poles; N 86 E 8 poles.
suffered 90-day suspension of
part of the 18th century.
Monday in Hopkinsville.
N 86 E 16 poles, N 40 E 10
gasoline rations last week. Lespoles to where Sam Jeff
lie T. Dorsey's "A" rations were
Asher's line crosses said
taken away on charges of miscreek, thence S 80 E 12
use of coupons, mutilation of his
poles, S 18 E 20 poles, S 83
"A" book, and shortage of No.
E 8 poles, N 18 E 16 poles to
12 coupons. Marion C. Montgomwhere said Asher's corner is
ery lost both "A" and "C" ratsupposed to stand, thence
ions for misuse of coupons.
with his line N 871
2 W 115
/
poles, crossing said creek
13, 1911, andnow on record in
Caldwell County Court Clerk's
twice to a stone or stake in
a land, thence with anothoffice inDeed Book 32 pages 4762 W 100 poles to
/
er line S 11
477, and as described above.
Said sale is being made for
the bank of said creek in
•
,he purpose of division among
- Laid John K. Morse's line,
heirs. The purchaser will be reence with same S 87 E
481
2 poles to the beginning,
/
quired to give bond with good
personal security for the paycontaining 35 acres more or
ment of the purchase money,
less.
Washington Street — Varmint Trace Road
The three above tracts ag- payable to the Master Commisgregating 178 acres more or less, sioner, bearing 6 percent interest
North Donivan Street
title to which descended to and from date until paid, having the
vested in these parties, plain- effect of a Judgment or Reple— PRICED RIGHT —
tiffs and defendants, by reason vin bond, on which execution
to M. C. Hillyard by deed dated may issue at maturity, with a
to M. C. Hilyard by deed dated lien reserved for the payment
These Won't Lost Long!
March 21, 1925 in the Clerk's thereof. Said sale will be made
office of Caldwell County Court on a credit of cash or six
in Deed Book 61 page 545 and months.
•
is also the same land which was Amy Frances Littlepage,
Master Commissioner C.C.C.
deeded to Mrs. T. E. McNeely,
now Hillyard, by deed from John Attorney, Alvin Lisanby
L.M6Neely by deeddated March Princeton, Ky., June 20, 1944.

Hospital News

FOR SALE
3 DWELLINGS
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JULY 6th

SUNDAY AND MONDAY

IS

FREE
MOVIE
DAY

MORE LAUGHTS THAN YOU
SHAKE YOUR FUNNYBONER
Bedlam in the bedroom
fun runs riot . . . spicy
racy comedy to make you 110,1
with laughter!

"UP IN MABEL'S ROOM'
The most famous of all stage comeda.
featuring

Marjorie REYNOLDS
Dennis O'KEEFE
Gail PATRICK

Back The Invasion
Buy An Extra Bond

Mischa AUER
Charlotte GREENWOOD
Lee BOWMAN
Binnie BARNES

11 01
.
11..M.1

_ /tab "GLL97
co

IN THE NEWSREEL!

AIZM
C
A:,:ls

. „ 7rillia71". .„
qp',1",i
TONIGHT AND FRIDAY
,(,

• A
-

ALLIED INVASION!
FALL OF ROME!

PICTURES

itriVint4 fOwc FIGHTING 5th:
TUADAY AND WEDNESDAY
Continuous Show July 4th From 1 P.M.
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THE PICTURE -mg
Will LEAVE YOU'
BREATHLESS! _ .
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JOHN E. YOUNG, AGT.

oman by Tom Glover and
Mae Glover, his wife, by
deed dated 29th of Dec.
1928, and recorded in Deed
Book 72, page 230. in the
Caldwell County Court
Clerk's office.
Said sale is being made for
the purpose of division among
heirs. The purchaser will be required to give bond with good
personal security for the payment of the purchase money,
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I At Auction
MONDAY, JULY 10

I have Opened a Machine and Weldina
Service at Claude P'Pool's Shop, at home.

Leo Linton,

Administrator

Estate of R. L. Linton, Deceased

1113/::0114

fo62- ac FIGHTING 5th iTsallTo_:.

1v
SATURDAY-4 SUNIT
HOW.

Plus These Swell Shorts!
"TUMBLE Bra
"A WILD HARE"
Sport Slosi
Color Cartoon

III

INVEST
CUM
IN

UNIT NO 1

10 o'clock
Yersonal property of R. L. Linton, deceased,
100 Good Street, consisting of the following:
1 GAS RANGE
COAL HEATER
1 GAS BATHROOM HEATER
LAUNDRY STOVE
1 MAYTAG WASHER
1 ELECTROLUX SWEEPER
1 .22 CALIBER RIFLE, almost new
ELECTRIC FANS
LIVINGROOM SUITE
KITCHEN FURNITURE
BEDROOM FURNITURE
GARDEN TOOLS

Plus These Short Units!
NEWSREEL — MUSICAL REVIEW .+. NOVELTY

All Machine Work and Welding done by

Pci"r rk FIGHTING 5th

COMING! JULY 6-7

GENE AUTRY Zitivelt°Frseir
"COMING ROUND THE MOUNTAIN"

Bill Palmer
who has had lots of experience — all work
guaranteed satisfactory.

With SMILEY BURNETTE

'

UNIT NO.2

etka"

The Yeats
Love Story
Two Gr
St

POPEYE the SAILOR
in "CARTOONS AINT HUMAN"
UNIT NO. 3

•

COMMUNITY SING

P'Pool's Used & New
Auto Parts

with the DELTA RHYTHM BOYS
UNIT NO. 4

"SECRET SERVICE
IN DARKEST AFRICA" -

CHAPTER SIX

(1)
Music Lovers!
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Women's Page

Princeton Leader
Princeton, Ky
•5

Phone 50
•

•

41.
•
•
Dorothy Ann Davis

Society. Personals

Mary Bert, and
Florence Truesdale, Ft. Thomas. and daughter,
they spent several weeks.
Mrs. James Stegar.
HillRev. Wisehower, pastor of the Mrs Earl Orten and son, of CeH.
e
Georg
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Sharp,
zier-Hampton
Anna Garrett and Jean Carolyn
First Methodist Church, Forrest rulean; Mr. and Mrs. Omer
nce Polk, and
Mr. and Mrs. FrederickAikallins, man, Miss Prude
of Miss Dorothy
f arrived Tuesday to spend
Ratlif
g
weddin
e
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Consult Madam Barry
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ready to help you
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CARDU I
A 62 year record
of 2-Way help*
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From now on you'll live in
fresh, fashionable cotton!
Find the smartest here—
with news in pretty ruffles,
brief little sleeves, bared low
neck-lines, eye-catching border hemlines! All cool easy
to launder — smart everywhere! And low priced

Rayon
This cool printed Ripple
feminine
and
soft
So
...
Sheer.
...yet tailored, WO, with its
work on the
SOWS of drawn
pleats,
bodice, unpressed
flower
-fabric
and self
trim. Is Pansy Purple,
June Rose, or Lotus
2 to
/
Yellow, sizes 141
.$10.911
2•......
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FOR ACTION-LOVING BOYS
all Summer
Washable Shirt-Slack Sets Boys Wear

$1.98 to $3.98
ized, sturdy
They're cool, good-looking, sanfor
t for school
rayon-and-cotton—so they're perfec
shirts match slacks—
and play wear! Short sleeve
cally everyIn tan or blue. Practical —for practi
thing!
11EN'S 2-PC. SPORT SETS

Choose From

$7.90

BOYS' CAVALRY TWILL SLACKS
$1.98

• Ginghams
• Voiles
• Batiste
• Dimities
•Chambray.
• Bemberg Sheers
• Seersucker
sk, Eyelet Embroidery .Piques

Sanforized,
rightly woven, they don't snag easily.
d'
washe
they can be

SPORT SHIRTS TO WEAR NOVA
98¢ .
give more elThey're cooler—and short sleeves
bow room! White or solid colors.
S. $1.49
MEN'S SHORT SLEEVE SPORT SHIRT

JIMMIES FOR JUNIOR BOYS
ized cotton
Bib front, adjustable straps. Sanfor
gabardine twills—washable!

IN HOPKINSVILLE

BONDS

Junior
Knitted Cotton Polo Shirts for sleeve
s.

Slipover style, with crew rivk and short

Bright, clear stripe patterns.

59c to 79c

Thursday, jun.29
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Ky-Population Is
Down 10 Percent
As Result Of War
The way the war is affecting
the population of Kentucky is
revealed in a new bulletin of
the AgfIcultural Experiment Station at Lexington. The population of the state as a whole was
reduced 10 per cent from March
1940, to November, 1943, the time
the survey was made. in all but
three counties there has been a
loss in population.
A decline of 20 to 30 percent
in population has occurred in 13
northeastern counties of the
state, and also in Butler, Gallatin, Hickman, Ohio and Trigg
counties. In the Bluegrass, numbers have dropped to levels prevailing 30 to 70 years ago, and
14 central counties have smaller
populations than recorded in any
census since 1860.
In several counties the population increased for a year or
two, due to the establishment of
camps, ordnance depots or other wartime enterprises. However, by November, 1943, only 3
counties showed gains in population—Henderson, Hardin and
Jefferson. In other counties
gains had changed into losses.
Heaviest loss in numbers occurred among persons 15 to 35
years old. In some areas in Eastern Kentucky half of the people
between these ages have left
the state. The number of men
leaving exceeded the number of
women leaving in most posts of
the state, although in some places in eastern counties nearly as
many women as men have gone.
The bulletin brings out that
the loss of population in Kentocky from 1940 to 1943 exceeded the losses in the early 1920's,
when the industrial boom induced large members of men and
women to enter factories in other states.

Clothing Exchange
Aids London Mothers
(By Associated Press)
London—Wartime necessity in
England has developed a scheme
that will be maintained after
the war to aid the mothers of
large families.
It is the children's clothing exchange operated by Women's
Voluntary Services where mothers of children who outgrow
their clothes before they are
worn out may trade them for
clothing. The plan has worked
so successfully that requests are
made to continue it -after the
war.

Wanted At Once
For War Work
FOLLOWING
CLASSIFICATIONS
CHEMISTS
CHEMICAL ENGINEERS
PHYSICISTS
METALLURGISTS
PLANT GUARDS
FIREMEN
STENOGRAPHERS
TYPISTS
SECRETARIES
COMPTOMETER
OPERATORS
CLERKS, GENERAL
FREE TRANSPORTATION
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BRITISH SKETCH OF GERMANY'S 'FLYING BOMB'—Captioned "a provisional sectional drawing of the German flying bomb," this sketch of the Reich's newest weapon was issued by the
British Information Service. (AP Wirephoto).

Kentucky's War Production Brings
Prospect Of Big Industrial Boom
By Jack Stinnett
AP Features
Louisville—Among the inland
cities I have visited there are few
better examples of what has
happened to communities in a
nation at war than here.
Although Kentucky ,itself is
supposed to have lost about ten
percent of its populatiion to the
armed services and other industrial centers, Louisville is more
jammed and teeming than on a
peace time Derby Day.
,Its nearby military installations
alone are impressive. There's
Fort Knox, where more than
85,000 soldiers still are in training. There's Camp Campbell,
where the armored divisions are
turned out. There's the big infantry school at Camp Breckinridge.
And there's Bowman Field,
the troop carrier command schol,
whose thousands of airborne
troops and glider pilots have
made history behind the Jap
lines in Burma and more recently back of Hitler's coastal
defenses in Normandy. Among
the latter is Col. "Mike" Murphy, one of the Army's most fa
mous glider pilots and instructors, whose part in the Normandy
landings already has made page
one headlines here.
Included in Bowman's claim to
fame is the air evacuation school
of the Medical Corps where
hundreds of Army nurses and
other personnel have been taught
that amazing technique of evacuating wounded by plane.
Bowman is virtually Louisville's backyard—so much so in
fact that in one day not so long
ago three training planes made
forced landings in the residential
district within a radius of a few
blocks—all fortunately without
injuring any civilian personnel
or doing any great property damage. .
"We are proud of Bowman,"
said one suburbanite
whose
back door looks out on the field,
"but sometimes it gets a little
trying. Often the planes taking
off and landing are flying so

low that I have to open the up- There are few normally agristairs windows to let them go cultural states that have seen
communities within them go so
through."
Add to this concentration of wholeheartedly into war indusarmed services, the "camp fol- tries. The post-war thinkers here
lowers," the wives and families haven't ignored the future; it's
of the men who are more or. less just that at the moment they are
permanently stationed here, and still too busy piling up producthe thousands of others who
tion to give it a thought.
flock in for visits and you will
Only a few days before I arthe
of
understand how the heart
rived, War Manpower officials
bluegrass has become the heart
notified industrialists here that
of a nation at war.
minute now Louisville can
Louisville officials estimate that any
a No. 1 crit40,000 members of the armed expect to be named
area beshortage
manpower
ical
every
city
the
on
descend
forces
of its new industrial charweek-end and watching the cause
queues that string out for blocks acter.
The results of this influx of
as the men stand for often as
the
much as six to eight hours wait- new voters, however, have
ing to get buses back to camp politicians guessing, especially
on Sunday evening, it's easy to since a year ago the state elected its first Republican governor
believe.
One little known phase of in many years and the G. 0. P.
Louisville's military personnel is captured all of the major state
the presence of so many of the offices but that of secretary of
the Coast Guard who concentrate state. Further confusing to the
here to take the "Elsie" boats old hands who have watched the
(landing craft) down the Ohio state go heavily democratic year
after year is the fact that the
and Mississippi to the Gulf.
presumably
Officials here say the state has new registration,
now more than 250 major war mostly workers, has been runplants, located principally in
three areas—around Louisville,
Covington (across from Cincinnati) and Ashland.
The distillers, who formerly
turned out 80 percent of the nation's whiskey, now are 100 percent in production of alcohol for
war uses. And there are five new
synthetic rubber plants.
Curtiss-Wright and Consolidated Vultee have given the
state two large airplane factories.
The list is long and it must include mention of the "shipyards"
along the Ohio which are still in
high gear producing the "Elsie"
boats, the landing craft that have
been so effective in the south
Pacific and at Sicily, Italy and
Normandy. Nor should it be
overlooked that Du Pont has
gone this far afield from Delaware to establish here one of its
largest powder plants.
Where all this will lead to in a
post-war world, Kentucky hasn't
had much time to think yet.

(By Gladys Ruth Moore)
Rev, A. D. Smith filled his
appointment at the Cumberland
Presbyterian church here Sun-

day.
A Children's Day program was
presented at the First Presbyterian Church here Sunday.
Leilani Newberry is visiting
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Grubbs and
.W. Moore.
family at Kuttawa this week.
The Ladies AM of 'the C. P.
Miss Lema Sisco and Miss
Margarite Ruthland, Clarksville, Church met with Mrs. Jim
visited Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Ben- Blackburn Thursday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Coy Moore and
nett Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Moore family visited in Sturgis Sunday.
visited in Princeton last week.
The Missionary Society of the
First Presbyterian Church and
members' families enjoyed a
picnic on the church grounds
Thursday night.
Miss Mary Ellen Boaz, EvansJoshua B. Everett, commissionville, spent the week-end with er of the Department of Wel.0
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. D. 0. fare, points out that farms of
Boaz.
the State Correctional InstituMrs. Charles Young, Evans- tions are devoted more to proville, visited her sister, Mrs. duction of truck and vegetable
Veldon Yandell, and Mr. Yandell, crops than to anything else.
over the week-end.
This is because vegetables proMr. and Mrs. Lawrence Jenn- vide a greater quantity of food
ings and daughter, Bettie Jean, an acre than any other class of
of Carrollton, visited Mr. and crops and are especially conduMrs. C. W. Moore last week.
cive to health. Another reason
Miss Letra McNeeley, Flatrock, why they are grown so extensiveis visiting Mr. and Mrs. Regal ly, Everett pointed out, is beVinson.
cause they afford a greater monTuesday dinner guests of Mrs. etary saving than any other
A. J. Eldrige were: Mrs. Glenn farm enterprise.
Pruett, Madison, Wis.; Mrs. Joe
The following list of crops
Pruett and daughter Mary, Mrs. produced on
the institutional
Bettie Kennedy, Central City; farms in 1943 shows how diverMr. and Mrs. William Howard sified those gardens are: Irish
Eldrige and little daughter, Prin- potatoes, 1,679,971 pounds; toceton; and Mrs. Charles Smith. matoes, 803,325 pounds; beans,
Rev, A. D. Smith was a Sun- 365„662 pounds; cabbage, 294,day dinner guest of Mr. and 534 pounds; sweet potatoes, 269,Mrs. Ernest Herod,
onions, 231,045
429 pounds;
Pvt. Lawrence Blackburn left pounds; beets, 185,907 pounds;
Monday for his camp in New greens, 166,265 pounds; garden
Jersey after having spent several corn, 107,140 pounds; turnips,
days visit ing relatives and 103,965 pounds; parsnips, 102,966
friends here.
pounds; squash, 70,702 pounds;
Sgt. Raleigh Moore left Sun- cucumbers, 62,281 pounds; carday after having spent a fur- rots, 47,729 pounds; radishes,
lough with his parents, Mr. and 47,051 pounds; lettuce, 23,239
Mrs. C. W. Moore.
pounds; peas, 18,026 pounds;
Miss Bertel Henson, Paducah,. cantaloupe, 16,506 pounds; pepis spending her vacation with her pers, 14,804 pounds, rhubarb,
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Cort Hen- 4,862 pounds; navy beans, 7,302
son.
pounds;okra, 6,303 pounds; salSunday guests of Mr, and Mrs. sify, 1,580 pounds; asparagus,
Goheen were: Miss Josephine 962 pounds; cauliflower, 115
ning about 50-50 instead of the pounds; and all other vegetables too numerous to name here
usually 75 percent Democratic.

State's Farms Are
Raising Vegetables

11.011? 44444 011111• 10111511/0
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CHEAP INSURANCE

Phone 31

Princeton, Ky.

"For the first time in about
two years I am eating anything
on the table and enjoying every
meal, and Retonga deserves all
the praise I can give it," happily
declares Mrs. Anna Jackson; well
known and highly respected resident of 809 Essie Ave., S. E.,
Alanta, Ga. Discussing her case
Mrs. Jackson, gratefully continued:
"For about two years it seemed
to me I went down hill all the
time. I became very nervous, my
sleep never seemed to refresh
me and I would get up tired and
wornout. My appetite was so
poor that I never wanted to eat
and the little I did eat tortured
me with indigestion and gas in
my stomach. I was a perfect
slave to laxatives and I felt
miserably weak and discouraged.
"I can never thank Retonga

the reliefmeal,iefitboari
enjoy every
shpulsensdhiidslyt.00I'hwaass hess
bothsoi
pains in the muscles of 14
and so has the sluggish
ition. I feel like a differ%
son. It is a pleasure to WI
about Retonga."
Retonga is intended'
s
distress due to Vitamin 114
ciency, constipation, •
flow of digestive joke,i
stomach, and loss of
Accept no substitute,
may be obtained at
Drug Store —Adv.

Ralph H. Schuette aid Herrn W. TON
Certified Public Accountants
Practicing Under the Firm Name of

Edward R. Miller & Co.
Announce That Effective July 1, 1944
The Practice Will Be
Continued Under the Name of

SCHUETTE & TAYLOR
Paducah, Kentucky

Specializing In
Income, Estate and Inheritance Taxes

Living Room Suites
WITH SPRINGS!

Mark Cunningham, Agt.
III W. Market St.

The Relief Retortga Brought
Her Is One Of The Greatest Blessings Of Her Life,
Declares Mrs. Jackson.
Sleeps Fine; Pains In
.Shoulders Relieved.

We Have a Nice Selection Of Beautiful

When somebody tells us that he can buy his insurance
somewhere else for less money, we tell him that the experienced service and unquestioned security offered by this
agency are worth the difference, and we mean it.

NEW YORK LIFE INSURANCE CO.,

CAN ENJOY MEALS km
AND THANKS RETONGI

at JORDAN'S

'1 .1;

r2

SOMETHING FOR WHICH YOU'VE WANTED
Strange, how much we have missed a little spring of tempered steel. What
a big part it played in our lives. But it's a fact - - - No single item in furni•
tyre construction has a more vital pa rt to play in catering to your comfott
than springs!
So, the most cheering news we can bring you is to inform you that
springs are here again. Once again, you can get, right here at 0
DAN'S, Living Room Suites with spri ngs, and consequently, the height ci
luxurious comfort. Drop in and see the stunning new styles in Living
Room Suites.

he G4
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THEY ARE HERE

LIVING ACCOMODATIONS
AVAILABLE
APPLY IN PERSON
Friday and Saturday,
June 30--July 1st

203 East Ninth Street
Hopidnsville, Kentucky

OOOOOOOOOOOO 141114111
IN
1111 / T1
1

MINIMUM 48 HOUR WEEK
TIME ND A HALF OVER
40 HOURS

UNITED STATES
EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
of
War Manpower
Commission

Fredonia Valley News

WPM. 111(T 01111111
41111i.

The land area
31,510 pounds,
Aside from the good value and Indies islands is
monetary saving afforded by square miles.
Locker, Mr. and Mrs. Max Lock- the gardens, they furnish the
More than 4,500,000
Mrs. maximum of wholesome employer, .Mr. George Locker,
oil
are beink produced
instituinmates of the
Grace Smith, Mr. and Mrs.Solan ment for
the
U. S (Ill industry
Smith and daughter, R ache 1; tions.
daughter,
Mrs Mark Clayton and
Gertine; and Mrs. Walter Shephard, all of Marshall county. '
Miss Beulah Moore, Marion,
was a recent guest of Mrs.
Lawrence Blackburn and Mrs. C.

Another large shipment just arrived.
GENUINE STEERHIDE
SW,

,

you onlyMVP_

CHES

THE SANDALS THAT
MADE MEXICO FAMOUS

when you buy
5th WAR LOAN BONDS

ALL SIZES .. . BUT HURRY! THEY WON'T
LAST LONG!

.1)
$3.35 a pair
,
•
„Ration Stamp Nos. 1
or 2 Airplane in No.
3 Ration Book required.

4

•••••
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Buy Your Invasion Bonds Today!

PRINCETON SHOE CO.
"FINE BEMIS - FITT= BY X-RAY"

how 161.441.•
Agoal

The fighter pilot who ran into
a hell of flak over Germany
—the "fort" that limped home
with red flares glowing, the
sapper who found a mine, the
Marine on a tropical beach,
dm sailor in a slick of oil.
Thousands have given their
lives —other thousands have
yet to make the supreme
sacrifice.
You are asked only to lend
your money. The goal of the
5th WAR LOAN is sixteen
billion dollars.
Can you do less than your
utmost? Buy extra bonds
durini June.

C. A. Woodall Insurance Agency

Prices
$1 1975 to S29850
Ranging From a
........

FINE CONSTRUCTED

VICTORY MODEL SUITS

In Beautiful Covers — 2-Piece Suites

$69.50 to $129.50

JORDAN FURNITURE C
(Incorporated)

Hopkinsville, Kentucky
"Hopkinsville's Leading Home Furnish•rs"

.

June 29, 1944
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tories. You in the offices.
r
on the iaj. YQU in the tiomes.
ou mrt not—fail to gett
You cannot—yyou
m:en in tits supreme,
h.ind your
ioic hour.
He knows what's ahead.
Bloody,bitter figpting ...superhuman toil
... perhaps death.
... hardship
He's facing it. He'll keep on
facing it, aft long as there's
breath in his body and blood
in his veins.
But he wants to know
what's behind him.
And you have only a few
days left to give him the
answer.

Ti

von,

That answer will be written in the final
Vitt ci,ft Neat riftb. War Loan Drive.
ti28 crucial, the all-important
or
4
Djive. ever as the need for War Bond
buying been 's() greet.
To make the Drive a success, you—and
everyone else—must buy at least twice as
many tionds as you bought in the last drive.
If you haven't yet bought
your full share,DO IT NOW!
The time is short! Make
YOUR supreme effort in HIS
supreme hour!
Remember—a soldier,your
soldier, is waiting for his answer.
What will it be...ftontyou?

vt

LOAN

And lowe aro
5 MORE num fw log*
EXTRA kids is the 561
1. War Bonds are the beet, abs
In Ike werldl
2. War Bonds return yea $4 for
every $3 hi 10 years:
3. War Bonds help keep prices
down.
4. War Bonds will help win the
Peace by inavasing purehas.
ing power after the War:
5. War Bonds mean education
for your child/en, security for
you, funds for retirement.

garePieWaret.1BUY MORE THAN BEFORE
This Advertisement Sponsored fly:
MELVIN FRALICK, Mgr.
Market et. lid

neat Store

SERVICE INSURANCE AGENCY

C. A. WOODALL INS. AGENCY

SULA and ELIZA NALL

JO'S BEAUTY SHOP
THE LILLIE F. MURPHY STORE

LANEAVE'S

GOLDNAMER'S
DR. W. L. CASH, Mayor
PRINCETON STEAM LAUNDRY

CLAUDE ROBINSON

CORNICK OIL CO.
KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS

CLAUDE P'POOL
FRANKLIN'S GARAGE

REFINERY SALES CORP.

BEDFORD McCHESNEY
F. M. MATHEW'S CREAM STATION
BODENHAMER'S

Thursday, Juni
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Vacationers Urged
To Get Licenses

Short Production
Creates Interest
In Good Canning
Safety first," is the role for
homemakers to follow in putting
up what might be a scanty harvest of vegetables. This year,
more than ever before, it is necessary that every jar of canned
'food 'keep. There is little dither of spoilage, says a statement
from the Kentucky College of
Agriculture and Home Economics, if foods are properly prepared and directions followed.
A pressure cooker is recommended by the college for canning vegetables except tomatoes.
While the hot-water-bath may
be used for both vegetables and
fruits, it is particularly recommended for tomatoes and fruits.
Home canners are again warnAVENGER TAKES OFF ARMED WITH ROCKETS—A. U. S.
ed against oven canning. Even
when the oven thermometer reg- Navy Avenger torpedo bomber, its firepower augmented by the
isters high, distribution of heat addition of rockets in installations on the underside of the wings,
is likely to be uneven and the takes off from the flight deck of its carrier. The rockets have been
food in all the packed jars may used against U-boats in the Alantic and Japanese shipping in the
not reach the boiling point. Pacific. (AP Wirephoto froin U. S. Navy.)
Hence, bacteria are not, killed
It is also pointed out that
and spoilage results.
there is danger to the homemaker who does oven canning.
The breaking of a single jar may
cause the explosion of all, the
By Franklin Banker
"Pin-Up Girl," "First Love,"
oven may be wrecked, and the
(By Associated Press)
"Pride
of Brooklyn," "Reilly's
canner injured.
At a U. S. Bomber Base In Racehorses," "Dallas
Rebel,"
Also frowned upon is the cancapti vating "Grumblin' Gremlin," "San Anning of fruits and tomatoes in England—The
an open kettle, as bacteria may nude maidens adorning the nos- tonio Rose," "Picklepuss," "Lusget into the jars before they es of American bombers are becious
Duchess," "Winnie the
are sealed. Mold on canned fruit, ing dressed up in panties and
Pooh,"
and
"Mr. Smith" (sobra's
and
the
planes
names
are
reported
to
the
as frequently
college last year, was the result being torn down in a clean-up called for all the Smiths in
of this method of canning. Pro- ecampaign started indirectly by America.)
The question of the alluringly
cessing in the hot-water-bath for the Nuzis. The crusade began
a short period following open- after several crewmen of the painted nudes was left to the diskettle canning, as indicated on Flying Fortress "Murder, Inc.," cretion of the commanding ofthe canning schedule, eliminates with the bomber's name painted ficers of bomber groups. Since
on their leather flying jackets, boisterous names were abolished,
this danger.
Every canner throughout the parachuted into the hands of the most of the C. 0.'s felt that modstate is advised by the college Germans from their shotup plane. esty should apply in this case,
to follow the timetable for can- Goebels' propaganda immedi- too—so GI artists started paintning as given in the free leaflet, ately capitalized on it. Photo- ing "undies on the femmes. A
"Can Fruits and Vegetables for graphs of the airmen in their little more apparel was needed
Victory." It may be had from "Murder, Inc." jackets and a for "Pistil Packin' Mama," who
the college or from county farm flood of pripaganda depicted wore only a broad-brimmed hat,
the Yanks as gangsters and mur- a couple of pistols, gloves, aand
or home agents.
boots.
derers of civilians.
To check up on the names, a
Shortly afterward clergymen
This Farm Woman
in Britain and the United States sort of Will Hays procedure was
Sets Dizzy Pace
protested the bombing of Ger- set up. Fortress groups were
Milking 8 to 15 cows night man cities.
instructed to submit lists of
and Morning is just one of the
Taking the cue, the Eighth bomber names to their division
farm jobs of Mrs. Ben Banton, Air Force asked its combat men public relations. If the P. R. 0.,
in Simpson county, says Pearl to remove from the planes all acting in the capacity of a cenS. Snider, the county's home the names that were brutal or sor, felt that the names were
demonstration agent. Some of obnoxious, since they did not re- contrary to the clean-up order
the other things she does in- flect the proper attitude toward he requested that they be changclude caring for 200 chickens, the seriousness of their task.
ed.
hoeing and spraying garden vegThus such names as MurderCapt. E. J. "Bud" Huber, a
etables, picking strawberries and er's Row," "Vulture" "Hesitatin' division P. R. 0. and Boston
cherries and shocking small grain Hussy" and Sweaty Betty" were advertising man in peacetime,
Of course she has the house- out, no matter if they had made expressed belief the clean-up
work to do, including cooking headlines back home because of was "one of the best things we
and baking, canning and mend- the heroism of their crews on ever did."
ing and sewing for her husband raids.
"There are plenty of nice
and herself and children. Her
On the other hand Air Force names to choose from," he said.
public services include the pres- officialdom cast an approving It's much better to have a name
idency of one homemakers' club, eye on such selections as "Dear that conjures up a pleasant or
the vice-presidency of another, Mom," "Superstitious Aloysius," romantic thought and really
and home-nursing leader for 'Pride of the Yankees," "You means something. A lot more piboth clubs.
Buy 'Em," "We'll Drop 'Ern," lots are now calling their planes

U. S. Bombers Are

Stripped Of Nudes

'Store felt hats, well cleaned
a'nd aired, covered with paper in
a dry place. Dampness can cause
mildew on this soft materiaL

Mixed Pastures Best
Farmers in Trigg county who
had timothy, sweet clover or
fall-seeded small grains had the
best pastures in the county, reports Farm Agent Keith S. Venable. Cattle feeding on those
pastures were fatter and slicker
than those who had lespedeza
alone. Some fields of permanent
blue grass were also reported as
being good.

after wives or sweethearts."
The captain's nominations fo
worthwhile names include:
"Paper Doll"—so called
b
several crewmen disappointe
over broken romances (theme o
the song by the same name)
That they found new spirit
"Paper Doll" was evidence
when the bomber led a Fortre
wing which knocked down
good number of the 80 Naz
fighters destroyed in the first
big daylight attack on Berlin.'
"Pat Pending" named by
pilot whose wife was expecting
baby. The child was to be Pat
rick if a boy and Patricia if
girl. "Pat .Pending" covered the
situation neatly.

MUST FIGHT THIS WAR
FOR VICTORY

Please
Remember
TO BRING A

An idle machine is as much a saboteur as
a fighter who'd lay down his gun! Make
every Noce of machinery on your farm fit
to takerpart in the fight—producing food
for freedom. Expert repair is your answer.
Of course you can get the parts you need—
right here! Uncle Sam equips his front line
soldiers—so he's equipping his farm front
soldiers too! Without your farm production
there can be no Victory!

WIRE
HANGER
with your garments left
for cleaning.

_
• If you have farm equipment
that is beyond repair—turn it
In for scrap. And apply to your
county USDA board for the new
machinery you need.

By RUSSELL DYCHE
Meal" Kentucky State Parks.
Two young ladies, each with several years teaching experience,
were leaving duPont Lodge after
a weekend at Cumberland Falls.
One of them said, "When I get old
and nervous, I'm coming here for
a long vacation for what ails me.
There is no better place for complete root, if you want it; and relaxation in whatever recreation
you need, hiking and swimming.
We all
just i.e you want it."
agreed. The crowd that was there
that day testified that it is a wonderful vacation land for all ago
Troupe. Annual attendance figures
show that it is the most popular
vacation land in Kentucky.
Cumberland Falls, as a Kentucky
3tate park, had its beginning in
1927, when Senator Coleman T.
duPont and family of Delaware
made an outright gift to the State
of its 593 acres that had cost them
$400,000.00. It was even then attracting visitors from most every
state in the nation, who made their
way over almost impassable roads
and put up at the Brunson Inn on
the brink of the falls. Improved
roads and greatly expanded facilities made this wonderland available to thousands of people who
could not or would not brave the
hardships of the former modes of
travel. Many miles of trails have
been opened into all sections of the
park and beyond. duPont Lodge,
named in honor of that native of
Kentucky who made it all possible,
is a modern hostelry on the hill
above the Fans, and many cabins
are available to the public, as well
as camping ground and ample
parking space.
The name of the old Brunson Inn
WAS changed to "Moonbow Inn,"
because in the mist of the Falls
may be seen on bright moonlight
nights, one of the two moonbows
in the world. The other foIn
South Africa,

Good Times For
Dairy Farmers
Consumer demand and government buying are expected to
absorb dairy products at or near
ceiling prices throughout the
rest of the year, says a market
review of the Kentucky College
of Agriculture and Home Economics. "The prospects of stable markets and prices, plus the
continuance of dairy production
payments next winter, make dairying one of the more attractive

Re-arranged
Saves Miles of

A total of approximately diswomen attended the annual district meetings of the Kentucky
Federation of Homemakers which
were held in each of the seven
districts, June 8to 15. Discussion
centered around the part homemakers are taking in meeting
the problems of today. Speakers
at all meetings were Mrs. Ralph
Scearce of Shelby county, president of the Kentucky Federation of Homemakers; Miss Myrtle Weldon, state leader of home
demonstration agents, Lexington; Miss Gertrude Dicken, home
economic consultant, Dupont Co.,
Wilmington, Del., and Miss Else
Margrete Roed, Royal Norwegian
Information Service, New York.
At each meeting, district chairmen of citizenship, reading, publicity and the speakers' bureau
committees, told how the woCumberland Fails and Spring San
men of Kentucky are meeting toWartime restriction of travel day's challenge through homegreatly reduced the number of per- makers' clubs.
sons visiting Cumberland Falls,
and then an unexpected, yet perThe first zoological garden was
fectly natural trend sent the attendance curve upward. Persona established in China about 1100
better
use
made
distance
from a
of their "A" gas books by spend- B. C.
ing their entire vacation of from
one to two weeks, here; and often
The Tower of London once
during 1943, both hotels and the housed a menagerie.
cottages were filled. Early attendance and reservations indicate still
more are coming this year.
Bus travelers may now make
connection for the Falls at Cumberland Falls Station on U. 8.-27
or at Williamsburg on U. 8.-25.
By appointment, the park's atation
wagon will pick up train passengers as they go daily to Corbin
for supplies.
Interested persons may write
Cumberland Falls State Park,
Cumberland Falls, Ky.
enterprises in the
livestock
months ahead," says the report.
Everybody Reads The Leader

Mrs. Whiter I
man county Ian
the time formerly
en work
When 14
her kitchen this
ing her chicken
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and the door
of the room, NI
the suggestions
Hagman of the
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used together, sad
leaf table, melee,
small conveniences
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Write for FRU
HINSON'S
208 N. leth St. •

DEAD STOCK. HORSES,
COWS, HOGS AND
Your dead stock is needed for
make explosives.
We render grease to help defeat
We remove promptly and free of
Do your part by calling.

Sulfa Powder
A sulfa di utt preparation he
animal wounds. Prernotes prompt
boding. Convenient shaker can-.
$Y, ounces—V.0C For sale le—

Walker's Drug &
Jewelry

PRINCETON, KY,
Phone 423 or 240-R Collect
COLLECTORS OF WASTE

Castor oil now is used in the
production of perfumes.

EVERY FARM
MACHINE

By clipping two to three inches from the tails of men's shirts,
WPB says it saved enough for
ten million civilian garments.

In this manner, you will gel
a WIRE HANGER back with
your garments, and protect
your cleaning from wrinkling.

Frankfort, June, 20—Persons
making plans for vacations are
urged to get their fishing and
hunting licenses before leaving
on their trips, J. M. Perkins,
director of the Division of
Game and Fish, said this week.
Fishing and hunting almost
always figure in vacation trips,
and if the vacatrOner gets his or
her licenses in advance he or she
has nothing to worry about, but
if procuring such licenses is put
off until the camp, lake, stream
or woods is reached it might be
very inconvenient to purchase a
license as the county court clerk
in each county, with few exceptions, is the only place such
licenses may be obtained. County
court clerk offices have certain
hours to take care of business
and their doors are always closed
Sundays.
All persons, 16 years old, or
older, up to 65, must have a fishing license in order to enjoy that
particular sport. The resident
license costs $1; non-resident season license, $2.50, and nonresident, 7-day license, $1.
Every person, regardless of age
or sex, must possess a hunting
license in order to enjoy that
sport. State-wide resident hunting license sells for $3, singlecounty licenses, $1, and non-resident hunting liccnses $15.50.
Fishing has been reported as
good generally throughout the
State.
Squirrel hunting season opens
in Kentucky this year August 1
and reports are there will be a
bumper crop for the nimrods.
The daily bag limit for squirrels
is six with possession limit of 12.

2,500 Women Attend
Homemakers Meetings

Kentucky's Cumberland Falls
State Park Calls Vacationists

BRING YOUR TRACTORS AND MACHINERY HERE FOR ALL NEEDED REPAIRS! ... Two export mechanics, Floyd
Byrd and Claude Gray, are ready to serve
you at all times.

Watch Your
Kidneys!

ATTENTION!
WHEAT FARMER
We would like to handle your wheat this year, and have a su
of good, heavy weight bags to lend you.
WE ARE PREPARED TO

STORE GOVERNMENT LOAN WHO
for farmers who have met the necessary requirements and d'
loans.

Be Sure To Thrash Your
Wheat Dry

• elp Them Cleanse the Blood
of Harisafra Body Waste 'Your kidneys are inesesatly
waste matter from the Mesastamen

kidneys sometimes lag in their woe
not act as Nature Intended—fall te Vi
Ove Impurities that, If retained. Ma
poison the system and upset the whole
body machinery.
Symptoms may be nagging backache,
persietant headache,attacks of dissinein,
getting up nights, swelling, potential
under the eyes—a feeling of nerves,
anxiety and loan of pa and strength.
Other Ogee of kidney, or bladder disorder We IlMmOntell hernias, Hasty or
toot
Theft
lit that pret
treat
Mania,Ues
Doan s
▪
&tow Meads for
• l.ity Yank
They have a
Ars mesa
p..
ths
COOS
Over.

DOAISPILLS

The Acme Mills
CLAUDE ROBINSON
HOPKINSVILLE ROAD

E.J.FERGUSON,Manager
HOPKINSVILLE,

KENTIr

PHONE 127-1
at

04,411!t,

Court Approves The Home Of Tomorrow Is
Absentee Ballots The House With A Future
For Servicemen
M
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(By Associated Press)
Topeka, Kas.—The state highway commission is making a
house to hoUse canvas about automobile, bus and tram travel
for use as a giildet in planning
post-war arterial highways within cities.

assigned to aerial evacuation.
ical medicine and survival in the
In the current Big Show, jungle
and desert.
ANY prospective builders lamps and germicidal lamps be
Frankfort.—Kentucky's absent
squadrons of planes like this
ere wondering what the provide energy rays, and germAfter they graduated they
Home of tomorrow will be killing ultra-violet rays, for the
whisk wounded from the battle- practiced ferrying ailing soldiers servicemen and women can vote
Will it be streamlined? health of the family.
front to hospitals hundreds of by plane among hospitals in the In primaries ana elections for like.
Will it be revolutionary in deHeat Lamps In Walls
miles back.
United States, and helped train Congress and President and Vice sign?
Will it be built of glass
President, the State Court of and plastics with a lot of cnro- NFRA red lamps, recessed in
This aerial ambulance system their assistants.
walls, will supply, at the snap
unanimously mium trim? Maybe — but toe
makes possible giving soldiers
Each aerial nurse has an en- Appeals declared
switch, the warmth needed
general thinking is that the out- of a chilly mornings when the
better treatment quicker, saves listed-man partner, called a Friday
on
be
will
inside
the
as
well
as
side
Citing various reasons. tor Jrnow.
is not in use.
five feet them the 'rigor of long, rough "surgical technician," with a
'similar to the homes built in house furnace
tinette, Pug-nosed,
land and sea trips, and econo- rating of T-3, equivalent to a lieving that the United Stated" 1940 and 1941.
Deep freeze refrigeration units
standis
she
cute,
cid very
Constitution authorized K e nmizes in non-combatant facili- staff sergeant.
Many new materials have been will be available for storing frocabin of a twintucky's Generai Assembly to developed since the war began zen foods so as to reduce the
up in the
tieg and supplies that have to be
transport
., Douglas Army
pass the 1944 Enabling Act to and peace time production will Ammer of trips to the stores.
moved up to the battlefront.
AMONG THE
over the cold gray
These new These and other appliances for
cooperate with the federal vot- bring many more.
e scooting
Aerial
is
nursing
evacuation
outside comfort and convenience will be
influence
may
sea.
materials
Irish
ing law, the opinion, by Judge
of the
the only real forward battle- COUNTY AGENTS
ready after the war.
appearance.
and
regular
design
in
dressed
is
A number of farmers in Shel- Henry J. Tilford, added:
zone job women are allowed in
changes, but to
be
We are coming into an autowill
There
and
overalls
"And this brings us to the one a large degree they will be on matic, therefore an electrical,
by county who grew balbo rye
.st zipper flying
the U. S. Army.
the
d hoots. Underneath
The planes are just like peace- this year harvested the grain for sure foundation upon which we the inside, so the home-of-today age in which there will be less
snappy blue uniare able to rest our decision—the can become the .home-of-tomor- drudgery and greater comfort,
ills is a
time
passenger ships excejt seed.
remodeling: The nealth and convenience. Thus,
and
vegetables
and
that all row with some
with slacks, blue shirt
fruits
Surplus
axiomatic principle
for
interior
They
furnishings.
changes will improve living, will wiring of the Home of.Tomorrow
necktie. Underneath all
bulletin
constitutionalia
on
the
to
will
as
doubts
be
listed
have no armament to speak of;
Increase comfort and conven- becomes a most important factor.
sweatshirt and, she
board in the home agent's office ty of a legislative enactment ience, will combine beauty and
is a
there
isn't
guns
or
room
for
These electrical devices can
(es, nothing less than red gunners. And because they are in Frankfort, with names of should be resolved in favor of service to make the house really- only be used, either today or at
Outside design of a a date in the future, if the house
its constitutionality, a principle a home.
el underweal.
troop carrier planes, used part those wanting foods.
is largely a matter of is adequately wired to serve
this gear is not without of the
The peach crop in Trimble peculiarly applicakle when, as residence
for
time
paradropping
taste and opinion, but comfort. them. Your house wiring is
purpose. Billie at the mo- chustists, towing
'infantry-laden county is reported as being heavy here, an erroneoa.,-. nullification convenience and livability are a the nerve center of your home.
t is in full charge of a dozen gliders and carrying supplies to and a great amount of thinning could not be remedied by an ap- matter of building into the house Wire must be large enough to
infantrymtn from Uncle
peal to the final tribunal (the the things science has provided. carry the amount of electricity
the front, they cannot under the will have to be done.
needed ,to operate the devices.
Homemakers in Union county United States Supreme Court) in
's Army.
Many Labor Savers
proGeneva
display
Convention
control over them is both
daven- time to avert the destruction of
and
chwirs
47
labor
slip-covered
such
are
See Local Manager
way
the
tective
red
crosses
ëèiiTWhen
They're
tical and. official.
ranges, roasters,
savers as (1) the precipitron.
they have nothing but wounded ports to make them useful and valuable rights attempted to be
LECTRIC
trans'tat patients, being
conferred by the act upon many which extracts the dust particles
attractive again.
home conditioning units, water
the
and
aboard
are
essentially
from the air to lessen the fre- heaters and many other appliby air to England, and same as auto ambulances or hosThe pressure of farm work in citizens."
of cleaning; (2) air con- ances will find their way into
the
Then referring to the Supreme quency
Fleming county caused much al's an aerial nursf, with
pital
ships.
ditioning or torced ventilation your home-of-tomorrow if your
masnurse's
pretty
too Court's ruling that Negroes can to keep the home cool and comornary
They have to rely for protec- falfa and clover to be left
house is wired to meet those needs.
vote in Texas Democratic pri- fortable on hot, sultry days' (3)
over ailing males.
long before cutting.
tion
flying
on
dawn
and
dusk
Adequate Wiring costs very
and
addition, they're GI's,
The acreage planted to hy- maries, despite party rupngs un- electrically heated, light-weight little additional and pays for itand
in
dodging
trees
and
among
heavy bed
is a second lieutenant—in hills. So far they've been notaL brid corn in Elliott county is der Texas laws, the opinion ad- blankets in place ofcomfort and self many times in good service,
clothes, to assure
cost for electricspecially selected and trained bly
approximately four times as ded:
nights; lower operating
it.
at
winter
successful
on
energy
save
al equipment, usefulness, and reyear.
"We
persuaded
are
further
n of the Army urse corps
last
as
great
education.
for
television
(4)
the
This routine doesn't faze
sale value of the home. Befcre
Mrs. U. S. Rogers of Carroll that our course is correct by the news and entertainment.
aerial nurses, who are 'as atyou build or remodel, plan for
in coves. adequate wiring.
lighting
different
33
inFluorescent
time
which
growing
the
of
genius
is
county
tractive and intelligent a group
creasingly points to the sacred- in valance boxes, or recessed in
Our Local Manager, at the ofof girls as you'll find in many vegetables in her garden.
the walls or ceilings, behind
Prospects are good for a bum- ness of the constitutional guaran- glass or plastic, to give soft, fice where you pay your electric
days' march. About half of
Wolfe tees of the right of all' adult well-diffused light, will add service bills, will be glad to supthem were airline hostesses be- per crop of potatoes in
the details of ademajority of Americans, without discrimina- beauty and utility to the home. ply you with
the
where
county,
fore the war.
quate electric wiring, without
to keep cost or obligation.
cobbler
lighting
be
their
There
*ill
tion
by
certified
the
voice
to
planted
state,
farmers
All were graduate nurses bethe glow of bright daylight in
choice of representatives."
An advertisement of
fore the war. They got six weeks' seed.
long after the sun has
Company
Kentucky's constitution speci- the home
More than 600 acres of tomaadditional special training at
gone down. There will be sun Kentucky Utilities
farmers
by
fically forbids absentee voting,
the Air Force school of aerial toes are being grown
for commer- but State Attorney General Elevacuation at Bowman Field, in in Hopkins county
can- Refugees Replace Troops
don S. Dummit who challenged play their part in choosing
cial canneries.
Louisville, Ky.
(By Associated Press)
of Leslie the 1944 act, indicated he would didates in primaries and elec.
Stidham
Harrison
The course included regular
sweet pota- abide by the ruling of the state's tions, applies to all voters away
London—Women and child rearm drill and subjects like trop- county sold 70,000
to plants to the farmers in the highest court and not take the from home when ballots are cast. fugees from the Normandy batissue before the United States
county.
General Dummit tlefields are being housed in a
Attorney
It is estimated that women and Supreme Court, but said he
brought the test suit, making well-known residential London
children did half the work of could not be sure until he had
Secretary of State Charles K. square which previously housed
transplanting the burley tobacco studied the opinion.
The new law, designed to per- O'Connell defenCant after the American invasion troops.
crop in Bourbon county.
More than 6,500 pounds of mit Kentucky's sons and daugh- latter insisted that he would combluestone were used by Garrard ters absent in military service to ply with the act.
county farmers on their tobacco.
Seventy-eight homemakers in
Boone county, members of the
Women's Land Army, are helping in the labor shortage.
Five carloads, or 150 tons, of
ammonium were used by Henderson county farmers on pastures and hay crops, and as top
dressing on small 'gains and
corn.
Hill
By GladwM
Features)
(NP
usAAF Hospital Zone
Sea—The folks
the Irish
hospital in
French
at the
kick if
york would get a
erstwhile
could see their
nurse Billie Roggulg room

Much In This Name

Post-War Highways

By Associated Press)
Austral i a—Th e
Melbourne,
speaker at the luncheon was introduced as Mr. Roeslan, but
that was not the half of it. He
was Haden Mas Roeslannoedanoeroesamsi of the Netherlands Indies Civil Service.
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Use these REDY-CUT Felt Appliques to create your
own decorative effects

REDY-CUT Appliques
Ready to be applied! Simple To Sew on!
Do your own appliquing! By way of a few simple stitches
and these Redy-Cut felt designs. Now you can treat your
clothes to some individual decorative touches. Heap a pile
of flowers on your jumper pockets . . . Scatter fruit patterns over your casual sweaters .. . Spice a jacket with
an amusing animal design. Smart for misses, juniors, children. From 29c to $1.95 per package. Packaged with complete instructions for use.
You can use these patterns on curtains, drapes, pillows, etc.

JUDGED BEST

Pepsi-Cola Company, Long Island City, N. T.
ehised Bottler: Pepsi Cola Hopkinsville Bottling Company

In Nationwide Contest

Some species of the bamboo
plant attain a height of 120 feet.

And Much of
the Credit Goes
To You Customers
UR little publication, Kentucky Utilities News, which
you have been getting with your electric service bill
each month for the last two years, has just received the
national award as the best of its kind put out by any electric
company in this country in 1943.
- ..

O

The award was made by the Public Utilities Advertising
Association, Inc., of the Advertising Federation of America, at
Its annual convention in Chicago, June 6-8. The judges were
among the nation's leading advertising experts, none of them
in the utility business.

It!"
"Lees LIVE at Home and LIKE
Furniture
A Good Home Begins With Good
furnishings-It's

patriotic to
counts in home
Now is the time when quality really
afford.
can
you
best
very
buy only what you need, but to get the
today.
adequate to serve most needs of
Remember,
Our assortments, though not complete, are
quality.
on
is
here
the emphasis
tomorrow,
As always, in peacetime or wartime,
Come in and see our displays
good home begins with good furniture.
furnishings.
Shop all nine floors of quality

Keach Furniture Co.
Hopkineville, Kentucky

,,."Th. Big Store - - - 9 Floors of

Good Furniture",_....

Naturally, we are very happy to receive this recognition. But
we feel that much of the credit lek.due to you customers who
read Kentucky Utilities New* last yihr and suggested improvements. Pim*a keep the an.--ge...:Hunz c..-.e. sle.4. This little pepee
seems to be the most practical way to tell about 115,000 of
you each month —
1. How to Conserve critical war materials by the proper care
of your electrical equipment.
2. How to use your electrical service and appliances most
efficiently and economically ... for convenience .. • for comfort ... for health .% .for saving labor.
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CLASSIFIED ADS

Gets Army Wings At
Arizona Field June 27

Credited with two enemy tighter planes destroyed in aerial
combat in one day, Staff Sergeant Garnett, S. Ladd, 22-yearold Flying Fortress gunner of
Carbondale, Ill., recently flew
his 58th long-range bombing
mission wia-the 15th AAF.. He
wears the Air Medal with 10
Oak Leaf Clusters. Sergeant
Ladd is the -grandson of Mr. and
Mrs. Hugh Nichols, of the Lebanon community.
• • •
Word has been received by
the family of Cpl. Glenn Bright
that he has landed safely in Italy. Corporal Bright has been
stationed in North Africa and
Sicily.
• • •
Sgt. Chas. Noel Owen, son of
Mrs. Vera Owen, has-heen transferred from Mt. Ravier,x‘Ore.,
Depot, Tacoma, Wash., to *tamp
Campbell.
• • •
Harold McGowan, USN, is on
furlough visiting relatives here.
• • •
Joseph Stephens, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Weldon Stephens, Box 66,
Bartow, Florida, executive officer of a Billy Mitchell squadron
of Major General Robert R. Harmon's 13th AAF in the South Pacific, has recently been promoted
from Captain to Major.
. • • •
He has been•awarded the Air
Medal and four Oak Leaf Clusters for "participating in flights
of a hazardous nature during
which enemy opposition was encountered and where anti aircraft fire was effective."
• • •
His wife, Mrs. Ann Stedman
Stephens resides at 616 Main
Street, Prince-ton, Kentucky with
her daughter, Carol Ann.
• • •
Pfc. Roy E. McIntosh.of 138th
Infantry, who has been stationed
in the Pacific area for the last
year, has been visiting his sister and family, Mr. and Mrs.
Otha Feagan, S. Seminary street.
• • •
S. Sgt. James Morgan, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Morgan,
South Seminary street, has been
transferred from Waco, Texas to
Pollock Army Air Field, Alexandria, La.
• • •
Sgt. James Oliver, Princeton,
has been transferred from Tinker
Field, Oklahoma City, to Great
Bend, Kansas.
• • •
T-5 Marshall Guill, husband
of Bertha M. Guilt, of Princeton, was recently graduated
from the Fort Crook Ordnance
Automotive School, Fort Crook,
Nebraska. The courses covered
all phases of automotive repair
and maintenance for all types
of army vehicles.
•

•

w

Mr. and Mrs. M. B. Ferguson,

FREE? If Excess acid eauses jou
pains of Stomach Ulcers, Indigestion, Heartburn, Belching,
Bloating, Nausea, Gas Pains,
get free sample, Udge, at Daw(4)
son Drug Store.
WANTED—Used radios. We also
repair auto radios, Spurlock's
Shop, Harrison and Locust
1t
streets.
FOR SALE—Bow and
-Call 184:

Lieut. George H. Greer
A graduate of advanced pilot
training Class 44-F, George H.
Greer, son of Mr. and -Mrs. Herndon L. Greer, S. Jefferson street,
received his wings and commission as second lieutenant Tuesday, June 27, at the Army Air
Field, Douglas, Arizona. He is
19 years old, a graduate of Butor High School.

NOTICE
All persons holding claims
against the estate of Thomas A.
Downs, deceased, will please
present same properly proven
for payment and all persons
knowing themselves to be indebted to said estate will please
come forward and make satisfactory settlement.
Farmers National Bank,
Executor.

Card Of Thanks
I wish to thank my friends
and neighbors for their many
acts of kindness through the illness and death of my husband,
LaRue Mounce. I especially
want to thank Rev. Sisk, the
singer and the Morgans; every
one who presented floral offerings.
His Wife.

7

pigs.
It

Market Off Here
At Sales Held Monday

Cattle

The cattle market here Monday, at the yards of the Princeton Livestock Co., was lower
on all kinds, except top flit
steers and heifers, Manager Dugan Ordway reported. A total of
1,752 head was disposed of, with
fed steers topping at $15, best
s pr i n g lambs at $14.50, No.
veals at $15.35 and hogs at $13.50,

City Tax Books
For 1944 Ready

MAKE YOUR OLD CAR NEW—
Witha new paint job, Lacquer
City tax books for 1944 have
or mallet Spurlock's Shop, been completed and are in the
Harrison and Locust streets, It hands of the collector, as reported at Monday night's session of
FOR SALE—Canaries. Mrs. Roy
City Council attended by
It the
Koltinsky, Phone 526.
Councilmen Blackburn, H a mFARMERS—Bring your broken mond s, Morg an, Mrs. Quinn,
down farm machinery to Spur- Mayor Cash presiding.
Anticipated 1944 revenue from
lock's Welding shop. Harrison
It general taxation is in excess of
and Locust streets.
$19,000, anti payment of 1944
A NEW SUPPLY—of reliners, taxes has already begun, John
boots and hot patches . . also Herron holding receipt rgimber
can put new valves on tubes. one. A discount of 2 percent will
Some used automobile parts. be allowed on all taxes paid on
It or before July 20.
Cornick Oil Co.
Disbursement of $1,032.50 from
FOR SALE-10 rolls, 10 rods
each of new 48 inch American the sinking fund was authorized
wire fence, also 200 cedar posts in payment of semi-annual in2feet terest charges on $59,000 worth
/
not split 6 feet and 81
2 percent waterworks bonds.
/
long cut this year. Phone 476 of 31
2t Interest becomes due July 1.
John H. McLin.
City AttorneyLisanby was inFOR SALE—Modern Dwelling, structed to notify property-ownat 506 South Jefferson Street. ers that needed sidewalks would
All modern conveniences. Pric- be of concrete construction.
ed for immediate sale. Call 87
It I: C. Wins Safety Award.
for appointment.
Signally honored by its secQUICK SERVICE REPAIRING—
ond major accident prevention
on generators, carbuerators
award in wartime, the Illinois
starter s and magnetos, SpurCentral Railroad is now flying
lock's Shop, Locust and Harover its properties the green 'S'
rison streets
It
pennant of the National Safety
FOR RENT-3-room unfurnished Council. This pennant has been
apartment and sun porch located awarded for continuing in 1944
on Hopkinsville street. See Mrs. the progress in accident prevention among workers which won
Ethel Smiley at Granstaff's.
for the railway organization the
Rub out wrinkles? No, but stop council's Distinguished Service
frowning and they'll get no deep- to Safety Award for 1943.
er. In time, they may even fade
Subscribe to The Leader
out.

ANNOUNCEMENT

Mrs. Charles Mansfield, and
daughters, Sturgis, are visiting
her sister, Mrs. Clifton Pruett
and Mr. Pruitt.

We are pleased to announce that Mr. Curtis
George is now our Representative in Caldwell and
Lyon Counties.

Lamasco, have received a letter from their son, Sgt. Marvin
H. Ferguson, who is overseas,
stating he had been injured and
was confined in an army hospital. He is a brother of Everett
Earl Ferguson, who was reported killed in May, 1942.
• • •
Lieut. Kenneth Morgan, ship
radio operator on a Liberty ship
recently spent a leave with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Morgan, Baldwin Avenue.

Any farmer wanting to borrow money can contact Mr. George at his home telephone number 3540
in Princeton, or go to Mr. John Ed. Young's office
and he will get in touch with him.

These Boys Have Faith In
Us And We Must Not Fail!

Brigham Young, Mormon leader who died in 1877, was survived by 17wives and 47 children.

How Many Wear
With Little Worry

Dr. Hallie C. Watt
OPTOMETRIST
Phone

Ma

See

C. A. Woodall
Agent
17 W. MAIN ST.

West Kentucky Production Credit
Association

Marble

lb. lO

COOKIES

PREM

12 oz. can

35(

Sun-E-Tex—from free-ripened
fruit in Texas

pint •jar

19(

Bite size whoiewheat biscuits

SHREDDED RALSTON

pkg.

13C

Delicious confection—Snacks or

MARMALADE 2 lb. 23c; 2 jars

5(

No. 2 can 10f

TOMATO SOUP

pint bottle

WAX
Large quart bottle

FLYDED, kills insect,

45(

Sun Maid

15 oz. pkg.

RAISINS

, FRESH TOMATOES excellent quality

farm implements and live-

CANTALOUPES

ONIONS

stock.

California Pink

PLUMS
WOyOn

39(
32C

S. M. RAY
Terms of Sale—Cash.

AT CHURCHILL DOWNS • LOUISVILLE • AUG 28-10
''''"""mmsommalt

10th ANNUAL
HORSE SHOW

You are invited to come and bring ,
horses—all saddle horses eligible. Men, .
and children may ride. No entry charge for ,
mission.

Fredonia, Ky.
NOTICE—If you are
Suffering
with Arthritis or Rheumatic
Pains
SOMETHING CAN BE DONE
Write for FREE information to
HINSON'S INSTITUTE
208 N. 10th St. Richmond, Ind.

PURSES $7.50, $5.00 and $2.50
Plenty of Bar-B-Q and cold drinks
ground.
Please notify John T. Johnson, Sec., 2011
Main St., Hopkinsville, or telephone 12354,
your entries.
J '1

d

oU- J

each 17

Free-stone Riley Belle

and Oxfords

VALUES TO $4.95
GO ON SALE — 9 O'CLOCK

lb. 20c
Such famous makes as Connie, Paris Fashion, Marilyn and
Williams. You will find them to be
5 lbs. 23c lb.

New POTATOES lb. 5c.10 lbe,

45(

WATERMELONS

• Red
• Blue
rat_
C .0MM
• Brown

Georgia's finest

lb MC

SALE!

Friday Morning,June 30

California White

(
lb. 19

52.00
A PAIR

Regular NON-RATIONED Women's Pumps, Ties Sandals

15C

5
lb. (

separator, 4 hogs, 4 mules
furniture.

littlillOW SNIT

Exactly 433 Pairs

pkg. 10f

PANCAKE MIX

Yellow

5 cows. Also Household

4r1

A INTO( A V'S GPEA TEST...SHOW

Our Entire Stock

'.:loncenttated Scott County

Delicious vine ripened from Georgia 1 fift

PEACHES

Allis-Chalmers
Dealer

00
t145a shoe

FRUITS AND VEGETABLES

2 mile from
1
At my place /

and plows, gear, 1 new

Ap..L

•

Ladies of Princeton and Vicinity
Princeton Shoe Co.'s Famous
Old Line

McKenzie

9
pkg. (

HONEY CHILE

cake

A dandy hot-weather necessity

O'Cedar Selfpolishing

gal. jug'‘ 49(

10 A. M.

COM planter,

•r,•

s

I Ir

(Stock up on this quality vegetable)

SOAP 2 cakes 9C,

Holsum Citrus

Farmersville, the following

Wm. M. YOUNG

L Main 81.

(
No. 2 can 11

GREEN BEANS
Gayla Beauty

GRAPEFRUIT JUICE No. 2 can 13
(
SALAD DRESSING

COOKIES, bulk
Sunny Clime, cut stringless

Most delicious nothing better for
a cold lunch

VINEGAR

Saturday, July 1

• VC a Fair wants every Kentucicy fink
and breeder to be represented in one Or mot
departments of this year's Big State Fair, which
will be held at Churchill Downs home of the
Kentucky Derby. Don't put off getting yew
exhibit ready. Catalog and Premium Lists wj
be mailed in July . . ., but write now if yo,
would like further information.

this hot weather with cold drinks, fruits, etc.

Heinz Distilled, nothing finer

FARM
SALE!

feu

It's The Big Shoe News 0
The Year!

HOPKINSVILLE, KENTUCKY

Salad Bowl
TEL. 54 C

given away
any
me f can
i. res
ereaIicaen
ration1ngd.l
itdri er1Z
th
41
%
log.

and Races of the Churchill Riding and Dr
Club will be held on Tuesday, July 4, 1944,
the Dave Mitchell Farm, 8 miles south of
kinsville, sponsored by the business firms
Hopkinsville.

FALSE TEETH
Eat, talk, laugh or sneeze without fear of insecure false teeth
dropping, slipping or wabbling.
FASTEETH holds plates firmer
and more comfortably. This
pleasant powder has no gummy,
gooey, pasty taste or feeling.
Doesn't cause nausea. It's alkaline (non-acid). Checks "plate
odor" (denture breath). Get
FASTEETH at any drug store.

i

Everybody Reads The Leader

Scotch Oatmeal

SWIFT'S

Any home canner may give
away as much as 100 quarts of
food
any home canned rationed
point free. As long as any corn-

A

1\

Tobacco
HAIL
Insurance

Home Canned Food May
Be Given Away, OFA Rules

By IL M. WATT
— or wounded, crippled
FEW dayr ago I got a letter killedblinded.
and
from my boy who le a
How Can We Help
prisoner of war in Gercan you and I do about
WHAT
to
relief
great
a
was
It
many.
Each one of us can sacit?
"
well,
and
safe
is
he
know that
rifice a little more and buy at
after the months of anxiety that least one extra bond in the
in
"missing
followed the report,
FIFTH WAR LOAN. In our
- •
-respective communities we can
lection." •
and work to put the Fifth
But what affected me most get out
Loan farther over the top
War
about
enthusiasm
was my son's
than any previous loan has gone.
what he is going to do after the
Then, when the news is flashed
war. He aims to come straight to the far places of the earth
back to Kentucky and take up that this bond drive is the bigboys will
farming. It seems that most of gest success of a our
we are with them in spirit
know
keep
camp
prison
the
in
boys
the
on every battlefield, every ship,
their spirits lifted by planning every bomber and lighter plane.
home
are
they
for the days when
They will know we are supportagain.
ing them to the limit. The enemy will know it, too — and
They Believe In Us
know the terrible day of reckTHIS shows the fill, they have oning is very close.
in every one of us to do whatDollars Save Lives
ever is necessary at this time to THE Fifth War Loan goal is
This money
bring about the quick defeat of
$16,000,000,000.
We are will prevent the loss of hunGermany and Japan.
proud of our boys overseas. They dreds of thousands of our men
mutilation. It
are writing a magnificent record, by death and
be used to pay fod the
will
of
men
as
and
fighters
both as
mountains of tanks, guns, trucks,
good will among the people of planes, bombs, ships, etc., renot
We must
many countries.
quired to carry on the war. Our
let them down in their belief army, navy and air forces are
expending these materials at a
in us.
fantastic rate in order to save
There is no danger now that the lives of our fighters
the United Nations will lose the
Only a few more days remain
But there is plenty of in the Fifth War Loan drive.
war.
danger that the war will be pro- Buy an extra bond today. Help
Remember
longed for months by the self- shorten the war.
ishness, indifference and false what a privilege it is to be a
freeborn American in this beoptimism of American civilians. loved and fortunate country of
And every day the war is pro- ours.
longed, thousands of fine AmeriAn advertisement of
Kentucky Utilities Company
can boys will be needlessly

;•1

Scotch Oatmeal and Marble Cookies
Nothing nicer

Thursday, Arno

ne• , on cky

nee

Watermelons, green beans, cantaloups and etc. More for your Money all the time.

RED FRONT

CASH & CARRY STORES

• Green
• Yellow
• Whites
• Cordy Stripe

• Hi Heels
• Cuban Heels
• Lo-Heele
• Spring Heels

oprnodvsais
Aefu
No R
•N
:
• No Exchange
No Stamp

Sold over the counter. Come serve yourself at $1.00 a
Shoe--$2.00 a pair . . Better Hurry-110
They Won't Last Long!
433 PAIRS

RATION FREE!

Princeton Shoe Co.
"FINE SHOES -

11Z

ST
,BY LA.&

433 PAIRS

RATION FREE!
........

